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Abstract 

My studies were part of a project to determine whether mink populations are negatively 

impacted by pollution in Lake Ontario, especially in the Rochester Embayment Area of Concern 

(AOC). My first study used video traps to monitor mink activity as a surrogate for mink 

abundance, with video traps placed in four regions: AOC: In/Inland, AOC: In/Lakeshore, AOC: 

Out/Inland, and AOC: Out/Lakeshore. My MustelaVision data tentatively suggest that there may 

be differences in abundances in mink populations inside and outside the AOC, and between the 

lakeshore and inland areas, but my analysis was unable to assign significance to those 

differences. The statistical power of my tests was low due to small sample sizes and large 

variability in the data, and the test was further confounded by the fact that landscape-scale 

features (wetland complexes) and microhabitat factors (tunnels) are key predictors of mink 

presence or absence at a sampling site. I also showed that  mink are reproducing in the AOC, and  

that mink are not chiefly nocturnal. My second study used age and stable isotope data taken from 

mink carcasses to compare populations among the four regions, and to create a model to predict 

exposure levels of mink to bioaccumulative chemicals of concern (BCCs ). The Regional 

Descriptors (AOC: In vs. Out, Lakeshore vs. Inland, Wetland vs. Mixed habitat) had no 

significant effect on the ages of mink trapped, but mean ages were depressed in areas previously 

trapped. Mink less than one year old were trapped in each area, suggesting reproduction in all 

areas. δ15N values indicated that mink in the study area feed on prey at trophic level 2.5 (slightly 

higher along the lakeshore and in the AOC than elsewhere), with the highest level (2.8) in the 

Braddock Bay Wildlife Management Area. Using known concentrations of selected BCCs in 

Lake Ontario and trophic level calculations based on stable isotope analyses, I created a food 

web bioaccumulation model to predict the exposure of mink in the AOC to those BCCs. 
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Biographical Sketch 

I was born and raised in Oak Ridge, Tennessee, in the foothills of the Great Smoky 

Mountains. I was raised hiking and camping in and around the Smokies, and around the country. 

My family frequently took camping tours out west, to the Rockies, Yellowstone, the Grand 

Canyon and everywhere in between. When I was sixteen, we drove to Alaska in a Dodge van 

with a canoe on top, pulling a tent trailer; the trip lasted five weeks and ten thousand miles 

(many unpaved). Highlights of the trip were a ferry trip through the Inside Passage past calving 

glaciers, camping in Denali National Park, and seeing caribou, moose, grizzlies, and wolves.  

I graduated from Oak Ridge High School in 1977. I attended Georgia Institute of 

Technology as a co-op student, first with Union Carbide in Oak Ridge and then with Eastman 

Kodak in Rochester, and in 1982 I attained a B.S. in Physics. I was hired by Kodak as an optical 

engineer upon graduation, and worked there until 1990, when I became disabled by a mysterious 

illness which has been given many names but no real diagnosis. Along with my physical energy, 

my mental function also disappeared; for several months I was unable to read due to severely 

diminished short term memory .  

When I recovered enough to read again, I read everything I could find about my illness, 

and concluded, along with my doctor, that I was suffering the effects of overexposure to toxins in 

my daily life. This, combined with my love of nature, crystallized my passion for 

environmentalism, so I came to SUNY Brockport to learn more about nature and the 

environment, and to earn some credibility to do something constructive about it. As I have 

always enjoyed teaching, I hope to find a position in which I can teach the understanding of and 

respect for the environment that is necessary to sustain both human society and the natural world.  
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General Introduction 

The mink (Mustela vison) runs along the water’s edge, stitching together the aquatic and 

terrestrial worlds. It is a semi-aquatic mammal commonly found along banks and shores of 

streams, rivers, and lakes, and in wetlands, wherever there is cover such as emergent vegetation, 

brush or forest. Its natural range includes every U.S. state except Hawaii and possibly Arizona 

(Illinois Natural History Survey 2001). It is a predator and eats anything it can catch, including 

aquatic invertebrates, fish, frogs, birds, and small mammals such as muskrats (Ondatra 

zibethicus), lagomorphs, and rodents (Dunstone 1993, Eagle and Whitman 1987).  

The mink’s position atop the aquatic food chain makes it highly susceptible to toxic 

pollutants in its environment, due to the processes of bioaccumulation and biomagnification. The 

sensitivity of mink to toxins became evident in the 1960s when farmed mink developed 

reproductive problems and mortality after feeding on fish taken from the Great Lakes. In 1965, 

American Fur Breeder published an article by G. R. Hartsough titled “Great Lakes fish now 

suspect as mink food.” In 1968, mink fed Lake Michigan coho salmon (Oncorhyncus kisutch) as 

15% of their diet suffered 80% kit mortality (Aulerich and Ringer 1977). Feeding mink coho 

salmon from Lake Michigan had adverse effects almost identical to those of giving the mink 30 

ppm polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs, Aroclor mixture) in their feed (Aulerich et al. 1971). Both 

the PCBs and the Lake Michigan coho caused reproductive problems such as greatly reduced 

whelping and kit survival and decreased kit weight. Other adverse effects were increased adult 

mortality and digestive and excretory system problems such as anorexia, bloody stools, gastric 

ulcers, and degeneration of liver and kidney. 

Since mink are an economic resource, there was great interest in research into other 

pollutants’ effects on them, and by 1991 many lab studies had shown mink “particularly 
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sensitive to toxic chemicals” (Wren 1991). These studies were done on laboratory animals that 

were otherwise healthy, well nourished, and living in a climate-controlled environment; in 

contrast, wild populations may be even more sensitive due to stresses of hunger, weather, 

disease, or injury. By 1991 the accumulated evidence prompted this pronouncement from the 

editors of the Proceedings of the Expert Consultation Meeting on Mink and Otter: “The mink is 

the free-living mammal most sensitive to toxic substances such as PCBs and TCDD, and its diet 

provides an integrated exposure to contaminants in shoreline wetlands” (Addison et al. 1991). 

Thus, the mink is often used as a sentinel species for programs monitoring the impact of 

bioaccumulative chemicals of concern (BCCs) on wildlife populations. 

In 1909, the US and Canada signed the Boundary Waters Treaty, which created the 

International Joint Commission (IJC) to cooperatively resolve problems along their common 

border. In 1978 the two countries signed the Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement to “restore 

and maintain the chemical, physical, and biological integrity of the waters of the Great Lakes 

Basin Ecosystem” (International Joint Commission 2006). By 1981 the IJC had identified 43 

Areas of Concern (AOC) within the Great Lakes Basin, one of which was the Rochester (NY) 

Embayment of Lake Ontario (Figure 1), and required that a Remedial Action Plan (RAP) be 

developed and implemented for each AOC (RAP 1993). 

The IJC established 14 possible “use impairments” that could cause a local area to be 

“listed” as an AOC, including #3: “degradation of fish and wildlife populations” and #5: “bird or 

animal deformities or reproductive problems.” The Rochester Embayment Stage I Remedial 

Action Plan (RAP 1993) identified these two uses as impaired because “very few” mink were 

then being trapped or observed “within 2 miles of the lake” (RAP 1993). This was considered 

significant since mink were observed in higher numbers away from the lake, including urbanized 
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areas (RAP 1993). In 1988, Foley et al. reported that fish in Lake Ontario and the Genesee River 

had PCB concentrations within the range shown to cause reproductive failure in captive mink. 

This evidence, coupled with the perceived absence of mink near the lake, led to the inclusions of 

use impairments #3 and #5 in the Rochester Embayment RAP (RAP 1993). 

The Rochester Embayment RAP was developed by Monroe County under contract with 

the New York State Department of Environmental Conservation (NYSDEC). Its purpose was to 

restore and protect the water quality of the Rochester Embayment and its watershed (which 

together comprise the Area of Concern). The Embayment is defined as the 90 square kilometer 

portion of Lake Ontario extending several kilometers east and west of the mouth of the Genesee 

River, and the ten-kilometer reach of the river, from the Lower Falls to the mouth, that is 

hydrologically connected to Lake Ontario (RAP 1993). 

My studies were part of a project to determine whether lakeshore populations of mink in 

the Rochester Embayment area are negatively impacted by BCCs in the embayment and, if so, 

whether the BCCs are originating in the embayment watershed or from other areas of Lake 

Ontario. BCCs of concern in the Rochester AOC (personal communication, G.N. Neuderfer, 

aquatic toxicologist, NYSDEC, Avon, NY) include aldrin/dieldrin, benzene hexachlorides 

(BHCs) including lindane, PCBs, chlordane, dioxins/furans, mirex/photomirex, DDT and its 

metabolites, and methyl-mercury.  

My studies included population monitoring, collection of mink carcasses for age and size 

data and tissue samples for stable isotope analysis, and preparation of a model to predict 

exposure levels of mink in the AOC to BCCs in ambient waters. Other elements of the project 

include tissue analysis for BCC levels in the mink (Pagano and Haynes, in preparation), and a 

literature review to correlate tissue BCC levels to exposure levels known to be harmful to mink 
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(Wellman, in preparation). To avoid sacrificing mink in the future, my ultimate goal, fulfilled 

only in part by this thesis, is to be able to predict whether mink in the AOC are negatively 

impacted by ambient levels of BCCs by measuring the levels of those BCCs in the water rather 

than in the mink. 

 



   

Figure 

Figure 1. Map showing the four regions referred to in the study, with red triangles showing placements of MustelaVision 
systems. AOC: In/Lakeshore is Braddock Bay WMA, AOC: In/Inland is Black Creek around the Bergen Swamp, AOC: 
Out/Lakeshore is the Lake Ontario State Parkway west of Route 19, and AOC: Out/Inland is Iroquois NWR. RELO is the 
Rochester Embayment of Lake Ontario. (Map courtesy of Albert Fulton 2005.) 
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Chapter 1: Monitoring Mink Populations Using Video Traps 

Introduction  

The question addressed by this portion of the study was: Are there differences in the 

relative abundance of lakeshore and inland mink populations in and out of the RELO AOC? My 

approach was to record the passage of mink using four “MustelaVision” videotrap systems in 

each of four regions designated as Lakeshore/AOC, Inland/AOC, Lakeshore/Out of AOC, and 

Inland/Out of AOC (Figure 1). Previous studies (cf. Gerrell 1970, Birks and Linn 1982, Eagle 

and Whitman 1987, Yamaguchi and MacDonald 2003) support my assumption that the number 

of mink passages recorded is related to relative population abundance (see Discussion). I tested 

the null hypothesis that there were no differences in passage rates among regions. I also went 

beyond the scope of the contract to look at the effect of several physical environmental variables 

on mink passage rates, and report on some behaviors observed in mink. 

Methods and Materials  

Locations of Study Sites 

To maximize the chances of recording mink passages, I placed the MustelaVision 

systems in locations where mink were most likely to be found, in wetlands and along water 

edges, especially with cover such as emergent vegetation, brush or forest (Linscombe et al. 1982, 

Allen 1986, Eagle and Whitman 1987, Dunstone 1993, Yamaguchi et al. 2003, USDA Forest 

Service 2005, Illinois Natural History Survey 2005).  The region I chose as Lakeshore/AOC was 

the Braddock Bay State Wildlife Management Area (BBWMA), a wetlands complex broadly 

connected to the RELO, separated only by narrow barrier beaches. The Inland/AOC region was 

around the Bergen Swamp, a smaller wetlands complex on Black Creek (BLKCK), within the

6 
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RELO watershed. The Inland/Out of AOC region was the Iroquois National Wildlife Refuge 

(INWR) and two connected state WMAs, a huge managed wetlands complex known to harbor 

abundant mink. Finally, the Lakeshore/Out of AOC region was along the Lake Ontario State 

Parkway (LOSPW) west of the RELO watershed, where creeks and small wetlands drain directly 

into Lake Ontario (Figure 1). 

With the help of experienced trappers, I chose sites in each region most likely to be 

frequented by mink; in many cases I was guided by mink tracks or previous trappers’ success. 

Each camera was placed near a water edge, either in a wetland or along a stream. Mink run along 

the edge of the water whenever possible (Burgess 1978, cited by Allen 1986; Eagle and Whitman 

1987; Dunstone 1993; Yamaguchi et al. 2003; Yamaguchi and Macdonald 2003). Therefore, 

trappers usually set their traps at the corners of culverts and bridges where the minks’ paths are 

funneled into these openings (Jamison 1983, Krause 1984, Geary 1985, National Trappers’ 

Association 2005), and I looked for such tunnels when placing MustelaVision systems. Mink 

often use paths or “runways” through tall grass, cattails (Typhus spp.), and brush (Schladweiler 

and Storm 1969, Dunstone 1993, Racey and Euler 2003), and, according to trappers, ledges just 

under the water’s surface along the bank, which also informed my choices of sites. 

Because I was still searching for a suitable Lakeshore/Out of AOC region, no 

MustelaVision systems were placed in the LOSPW region in 2003. Systems were placed at 14 

sites in the other three regions from June through October 2003. I considered the 2003 season my 

“exploratory season” during which I tried to find the best sites (i.e., most likely to observe mink 

passages) in each region, so either during 2003 or before the 2004 season, two systems in each of 

the original three regions were moved to potentially better locations. Thus, eight sites found in 
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2003, along with two new sites each in BBWMA and BLKCK and four new sites in the LOSP 

West region, were monitored from May to October 2004. 

MustelaVision System 

System Requirements 

The MustelaVision system (Appendix A) was custom designed and built for this project 

by Jeffrey Wellman, an electrical engineer. I required a system usable in remote locations, 

powered by DC batteries, weatherproof, portable, lockable and affordable. To save battery 

power, videotape, and time for tabulating data, the system had to be triggered by the animal, 

rather than recording continuously. It also had to work day and night because mink are 

considered predominantly nocturnal (cf. Birks and Linn 1982, Allen 1986, Eagle and Whitman 

1987) and operate quietly and invisibly to avoid disturbing the wary animals (Jamison 1983, 

Krause 1984, Barker 1991, Dunstone 1993).  

System Components 

The MustelaVision system (Appendix A-1a, b) consisted of an electronic camera head 

(Appendix A-1a, c) designed for security applications (Model PIC-I, SpyCameras ForLess.com), 

a 12-volt, 2-head videocassette recorder (Jensen KVC1500), a 12-volt DC deep-discharge 

battery, and a custom-built circuit board (Appendix A-1d) to protect the batteries from over-

discharge which would shorten their useful lives. The camera head was attached to the VCR by a 

50-foot cable, and it communicated with the VCR with an IR LED (infrared light emitting diode) 

that emulated the VCR’s remote control unit. 

The black and white Sony CCD (charge-coupled device) camera had a 464 X 625 pixel 

array, with 8-bit resolution, and a 92-degree field of view. The camera monitored an area 3 m 

wide by at least 12 m deep (depending on the camera angle relative to the ground). For image 
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capture in the dark the camera head had six IR LEDs, providing a pool of illumination on the 

ground about 1 m wide by 2 m deep (again depending on camera angle). However, animals were 

detected up to at least 10 m from the camera at night due to eye shine and their body heat against 

a cooler background. 

The camera head had an IR motion detector that monitored a 104-degree by 15 m field. 

(Motion detection outside the viewing area meant fewer missed targets but more false triggers.) 

When the sensor detected motion it issued a “start recording” command to the VCR and started a 

30-sec timer. If further motion was detected during the 30-sec period, the timer reset and 

recording time was extended. If no more motion was detected, after 30 seconds the camera head 

issued a “stop recording” command to the VCR.   

System Placement 

With one exception (a potential den site about 2 m from the water on Bald Eagle Creek’s 

west bank, LOSPW), each camera was placed on a stake within a meter of the water’s edge; 

often the stake was placed in the water. Each camera was aimed at the water’s edge to include in 

its field of view the pathway along which a mink would travel and the edge of the water in and 

along which it would forage. If the site included a tunnel, I aimed the camera at the opening 

through which mink would be forced to travel. 

Along with mink habitat preferences, certain characteristics of the MustelaVision system 

dictated site choice and camera placement for optimal performance. Sites had to be near a road 

because of heavy batteries. To minimize tampering, the system had to be hidden in brush near a 

tree or other structure to which I could lock it. Also, I looked for high ground to avoid flooding 

and for shade to avoid overheating the electronics.  
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Camera angle was also important to avoid spurious triggers. I had to avoid sunbeams 

directed into the camera or reflected off water, vegetation near the camera that would trigger it 

during a breeze, and road and pedestrian traffic. 

Field Service 

Each MustelaVision system was serviced once per week. The batteries and videotapes 

were replaced, the camera lens was cleaned, the system was checked for functionality, and the 

field of view was checked for mink tracks and scats.  

Data Recording  

Data Sheets 

System Log: Each MustelaVision system was assigned a letter to identify it, and had a 

separate log sheet (Appendix A-2a). During each field service session, I (or my assistant) 

recorded on each System Log sheet the date of service, the ID numbers of the videotape cassette 

and battery, and comments such as mink tracks observed or operational problems. 

Tape Log: Before viewing each videocassette, I recorded on its Tape Log (Appendix A-

2b) which system the tape had been in, system location, dates during which the tape was in the 

system, and the total length of videotape recorded during that time. As I viewed the tape, I 

recorded periods of daylight and darkness, and all animals coming into the field of view of the 

camera. 

Definitions and Formulas 

Session: A Video Session was defined as the video recorded at one site on one cassette 

between service dates noted in System Log. 

Mink Passage: A Mink Passage was defined as any time a mink came into the field of 

view of the camera and the camera was triggered and then turned off 30 sec after the mink left. 
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Thus, if the mink passed out of the field of view and then back in before the camera stopped 

recording (no matter how many times), that was recorded as only one passage. In the rare cases 

in which multiple mink were recorded, their number was noted for that passage. 

Trap Nights: Trap Nights were the number of 24-h periods observed on a video tape. In 

the video data log, a Trap Night was recorded for each period of contiguous dark shots, separated 

by daylight shots. If the camera was not triggered during a day, two consecutive nights could 

have been counted as one Trap Night. Hence, estimates were bounded by using Minimum and 

Maximum Trap Night calculations, in which the Min Trap Nights was the number of Trap Nights 

seen on the video during that session, and the Max Trap Nights was the number of nights 

between service dates in the System Log. If no nights were seen, but there were day shots, the 

Min Trap Nights was recorded as one. If the system triggered properly when started (recording 

the initial test hand wave, indicating that it was functioning properly), but otherwise did not 

trigger during the week (Session), the Trap Nights and Passages were recorded as zeros. If the 

system was non-functional throughout the Session (i.e. nothing on videotape at all, not even the 

hand wave), the Trap Nights and Passages were left blank and excluded from calculations. 

Day vs. Night: A Mink Passage was recorded as occurring during “Day” at any time that 

the natural illumination was sufficient to see outside the field of illumination of the camera 

head’s IR LEDs. When only objects illuminated by the camera’s LEDs could be seen, Passages 

were defined as “Night.” Light levels could not be used to define twilight because the camera 

had automatic brightness compensation, so that apparent light levels did not correspond to true 

ambient light levels. 

Regional Descriptors: For the sake of easy reference during the following analyses, I 

defined “Regional Descriptors” as those describing the four separate regions in which I worked, 
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based on their characteristics on a landscape scale of many square kilometers. These Regional 

Descriptors were Inside vs. Outside the AOC (AOC: In vs. Out); Inland vs. Lakeshore; and 

Landscape: Wetlands (large wetlands complex) vs. Mixed (habitat including uplands, streams, 

and small wetlands) (Table 1). 

Site Descriptors: In order to evaluate the influence of ecological factors at each site on 

mink Passage Indices, I classified each camera site according to four factors. Habitat was 

classified as wetland, upland, or mixed, based on the types of vegetation visible around each 

camera site (many square meters). Cover was classified as cattail, brush, or forest, based on the 

vegetation at the camera’s specific location and in its field of view (a few square meters). I also 

recorded whether the water ran through a Tunnel (i.e., culvert or bridge) and whether each site 

had an underwater Ledge (Table 1). 

Data Analysis 

System Log sheets, Tape Log sheets, data keeping, and non-statistical calculations were 

done using Microsoft ® Excel 2000 by Microsoft Corporation. Statistical analysis was done 

using Minitab™ Statistical Software Release 14.13 (Minitab Inc. 2005). 

Data from each year at each site were originally kept separately because the habitat 

quality of each site could have varied from year to year due to weather or wetland management 

practices. I also kept the yearly data separate because I wanted to determine the potential impact 

on MustelaVision results of trapping I had contracted for in the AOC to collect tissue samples for 

another part of the project.  

Passage Rates (PRs) were calculated by dividing the number of Mink Passages by the 

number of Trap Nights at a site. Since the Trap Nights had minimum and maximum values, 

corresponding maximum (Max) and minimum (Min) PRs were calculated for each site in each 
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year. To determine whether the PRs changed from 2003 to 2004, I calculated “Delta PRs” at 

each site for which I had data from both years. To estimate the maximum possible change in 

passage rate (Max Delta PR) for each site, I subtracted that site’s 2003 Min PR from its 2004 

Max PR; to estimate the minimum possible change in passage rate (Min Delta PR) I subtracted 

the 2003 Max PR from the 2004 Min PR. Thus, a positive Delta PR would indicate an increase in 

PR from 2003 to 2004. Using the Max Delta PRs from all sites as one data set, and the Min Delta 

PRs as a separate data set, I used one-sample T-tests to see if the mean difference (e.g., for either 

Max Delta PR or Min Delta PR) between years was different from zero. Means other than zero 

would have indicated a change in PRs from year to year. Since no differences were found, for 

subsequent analyses I combined the Passage Rate data from both years into two data sets (Max 

and Min PR) in which values for each year at each site were used as separate observations. 

The INWR (Out of AOC study area) has a long history of targeted mink trapping, 

whereas the AOC does not. Therefore, I was concerned that when I contracted for mink trapping 

in the AOC (BBWMA and BLKCK regions) I would deplete a population already thought to be 

small. To assess the impact of my trapping in the AOC, I used two-sample T-tests to compare 

Min and Max PRs between the AOC and the INWR (I had no Delta PR data for LOSP West 

since no work was done there in 2003). 

To evaluate the effects of the Regional Descriptors (AOC: In vs. Out, and Inland vs. 

Lakeshore) on the PRs, I used Minitab’s General Linear Model (GLM, a 2-way ANOVA with 

unbalanced cells, Tukey pairwise comparisons). I did analyses for both Max and Min PR. In a 

preliminary analysis, the site at Route 77 in the INWR in 2004 (Inland/Out of AOC) was an 

outlier with a standard residual greater than 4.7 (Appendix C-1: Table C-1). Therefore, I 

eliminated Min and Max PRs for that site in 2004. Also, because in the preliminary analysis the 
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interaction between the Regional Descriptors AOC: In vs. Out, and Inland vs. Lakeshore was 

stronger than the effect of the descriptors themselves, I included a third Regional Descriptor, 

Landscape: Wetlands vs. Mix, which exactly accounted for (i.e., the P-values were identical) the 

interactions in the earlier test. I estimated the power of the GLM using Minitab’s 2-Level 

Factorial power calculator (Factors = 3, Corners = 4, Replicates = 4, Effects = the differences 

between the means for each Regional Descriptor). Although this calculator was not designed for 

use with unbalanced cells, using the minimum number of replicates present in any of my regions 

yielded a conservatively low estimate of the actual power (personal communication, Minitab 

support staff, 2006,).  

To evaluate the influences of the Site Descriptors on the variability of the PRs within 

each study Region, I did a one-way ANOVA for each Site Descriptor (Habitat: wetland, upland, 

mixed; Cover: cattail, brush, forest; Ledge: present, absent; Tunnel: present, absent). I also 

compared mink Passages during Day and Night, summed over all sites for both years, using a 

Chi-square test to determine if there was a significant difference between the numbers of 

Passages during day and night. 

 

Results and Discussion 

Relative Abundances 

Use of Videotraps to Estimate Relative Mink Abundances 

Many researchers have tried to estimate mink abundances. Some rely upon harvest 

records (cf. Linscombe 1982, Eagle and Whitman 1987), but this method is confounded by 

trapping conditions, weather, number of trappers working the area, and other factors. Other 
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studies rely on live-trapping (cf. Mitchell 1961, Halliwell and Macdonald 1996), but this can be 

fatal to mink. Mitchell reported that over 5% of trapped mink died upon capture, and Barker 

(1991) reported that, although released alive and apparently unharmed, mink may die of stress-

related gastric hemorrhaging within a few days. Finally, some studies (cf. Mason and Macdonald 

1983, Sidorovich and Macdonald 2001, Racey and Euler 2003) rely on the abundance of mink 

signs such as tracks, scats and scent posts, all of which can be easy to overlook and hard to relate 

to numbers of individuals if their home ranges overlap. For these reasons, I decided to use 

videotraps to monitor mink passage rates as a surrogate for mink abundance. 

My literature review indicated that mink population density varies with habitat type; prey 

density, distribution and reliability; den availability; intraspecific aggression; and predation 

(Birks and Linn 1982, Linscombe et al. 1982, Allen 1986, Eagle and Whitman 1987, Dunstone 

1993, Halliwell and MacDonald 1996, Sidorovich and Macdonald 2001,Yamaguchi et al. 2003). 

The sizes of minks’ home ranges likewise vary with habitat quality, especially food supply, 

population structure and social stability of a population (Mitchell 1961, Allen 1986, Eagle and 

Whitman 1987). Thus, with reliably abundant food, mink populations are more dense and home 

ranges smaller, although in heavily trapped areas the remaining males may have larger home 

ranges (Birks and Linn 1982, Eagle and Whitman 1987). 

A number of studies show that mink are not strictly territorial and that their home ranges 

often overlap. Eagle and Whitman (1987) reported intrasexual territoriality in which home 

ranges of individuals of the same sex did not overlap, but females had home ranges inside males’ 

territories. In contrast, Mitchell (1961) observed that adult male home ranges overlapped with 

juvenile males (even during the breeding season) but not with adult males. Gerrell (1970) 

reported that the home ranges of two of the four adult males he radio-tracked were visited by 
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other adult males and females. The other two adult males visited other minks’ home ranges, with 

one of them using the same den and core area used by an adult female two months earlier. He 

found that adult male home ranges often included home ranges of females with zones of overlap 

and zones monopolized by each mink. Occasionally both mink were present simultaneously in 

the zone of overlap, but usually intrusions occurred without direct confrontations when the 

owner was not present at that end of the home range. Linscombe et al. (1982) observed no active 

defense of any part of minks’ home ranges from other mink of the same sex. Yamaguchi and 

MacDonald’s (2003) radio-tracking study showed home range overlap ranging from 33% for 

female overlapping male to 88% for male overlapping male.  

Mink use multiple dens within their home ranges, and move frequently between them as 

they cover their home range. Birks and Linn (1982) reported that the number of dens correlated 

with linear distance of home range, and that most den stays lasted less than one day. Allen 

(1986) reported stays ranging from a single night to a maximum of 40 days, with average 

distance between dens ranging from less than 90 m to 234 m in the U.S. In Sweden, Gerell 

(1970) observed that mink usually used the nearest available den, with an average distance 

between dens used on consecutive days of 544 m. A juvenile female radio-tagged in east-central 

Minnesota by Schladweiler and Storm (1969) used 20 different dens before and during a 29-day 

study; only once was a den used for two consecutive days. The straight-line distance between her 

daily dens varied from 99 to 849 m, averaging 353 m. Stevens et al. (1997) radio-tracked three 

males on large streams in eastern Tennessee, and found that the number of dens within home 

ranges varied from 8 to 24, and overnight movements of up to 4300 m were recorded. 

Gerell (1970) reported that mink movements showed oscillations on two scales; small-

scale movements, usually within <300m, were repeated in different parts of the home range until 
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the entire home range was covered. All mink radio-tracked by Birks and Linn (1982) twice a day 

revealed more than 80% of their total home range within 5 days, and their entire home range 

within 10 days. Furthermore, as young of the year mink disperse in late summer or early fall, 

Halliwell and MacDonald’s (1996) statement that “most” territories were established by 

November implies that territories and home ranges may still have been relatively fluid during the 

months of our study (May through October). 

Given the above, if mink are abundant enough, their home ranges or territories should 

abut one another, if not overlap. As population densities increase, home ranges become smaller, 

overlaps greater, or both. Thus, because of the peripatetic nature of mink, higher population 

densities should result in higher rates of passage, whether from more mink passing through the 

same site, the same mink passing more often, or both. These facts support my use of Passage 

Rate indices to reflect relative mink abundance. 

Mink Passage Rates 

Mink Passages per Trap Night (Figure 2) varied from zero to 2.21 (INWR Route 77, 2004; 

Inland/Out of AOC) among sites and years, with a grand mean between 0.116 (Min PRs) and 

0.216 (Max PRs). PRs were zero at nine of the 30 sampling sites; a Chi-square test showed no 

significant difference in the proportions of zero PRs between regions (Chi-Sq = 0.883, DF = 3, P 

= 0.830). The Passage Rates appeared to be higher and more variable in the Lakeshore /AOC 

(BBWMA) and the Inland/Out of AOC (INWR) regions, both of which are large wetlands 

complexes managed for the benefit of wildlife.  

I suspect that mink had denned very close to the MustelaVision camera located on Route 

77 in the INWR in 2004 (the statistical outlier), resulting in the unusually high PRs at this site 

(Figure 2). Several times in mid-August, I recorded multiple mink traveling together there. This 
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led me to suspect the presence of a den, since mink are normally solitary except during mating 

season (January through March, when I was not recording) and when mothers are raising their 

young from May through late summer (Mitchell 1961, Gerell 1970, Linscombe et al. 1982, 

Dunstone 1993, Illinois Natural History Survey 2005).  

I tried to establish AOC Inland sites in the large Bergen Swamp complex, but there are no 

roads through it, so I had to choose sites on private lands outside the swamp. The Lakeshore 

Marshes Wildlife Management Area east of Sodus Bay would have been a close match in many 

ways to the BBWMA, but again there were no roads through the wetlands, so I had to resort to 

the LOSP West sites. (Roads were important primarily because they provide bridges or culverts 

at which to place cameras, and secondarily for convenience of servicing MustelaVision systems.) 

Thus, the Inland/AOC and the Lakeshore/Out of AOC regions consisted of more upland or 

mixed habitat than the large wetlands complexes of the Lakeshore/AOC and the Inland/Out of 

AOC regions, a circumstance that complicated my analyses (see below).  

Changes in Passage Rates from 2003 to 2004 

Changes in Passage Rates (Delta PRs) at sites for which I had two years’ of data are in 

Figure 3. In 2003 and 2004, Delta PRs were very close to zero in the AOC (Lakeshore and 

Inland combined) but varied from a Min Delta PR of –0.5 to a Max Delta PR of +2.0 in the 

Inland/Out of AOC area. However, the means of the Min and Max Delta PRs did not differ from 

zero (Min Delta PR: P = 0.428, Max Delta PR: P = 0.511; Appendix B: Table B-1), indicating 

that overall Passage Rates did not change between 2003 and 2004. This lack of change in PRs 

from year to year allowed me to combine both years’ data for subsequent analyses.  

There was no difference between the AOC and the Out of AOC regions in either Min 

Delta PR (P = 0.554) or Max Delta PR (P = 0.938) (Appendix B: Table B-2). The lack of 
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differences among the Delta PRs for the BBWMA and the INWR between 2003 and 2004 was 

reassuring because I had contracted for mink trapping in the AOC (where mink had not been 

targeted previously) to get tissue samples required for other portions of the project. I was 

apprehensive about trapping the populations of concern, but the results showed no negative 

effect on the AOC populations, either Inland or Lakeshore. 

The larger variation in Delta PRs in the INWR (Inland/Out of AOC) as compared to the 

BBWMA (Lakeshore/AOC) may have been due to the fact that the INWR is a managed wetlands 

complex in which different areas were flooded in 2003 and 2004. This could have changed the 

habitat quality in the areas around the MustelaVision sites, resulting in larger or smaller numbers 

of mink near each site. In contrast, the water levels in the BBWMA wetlands are naturally 

controlled by their connections to Lake Ontario, the level of which is tightly regulated; thus, 

habitat quality at MustelaVision sites there should have been more consistent from 2003 to 2004. 

Influence of Regional Descriptors: Inland vs. Lakeshore, AOC: In vs. Out, and 

Landscape: Wetlands vs. Mixed 

A General Linear Model was used to evaluate the three Regional Descriptors, AOC: In 

vs. Out; Inland vs. Lakeshore; and Landscape: Wetlands vs. Mixed (Table 2). The descriptive 

statistics (Appendix C-2: Tables C-2a-c) and the main effects plots of the GLM (Appendix C-3: 

Figure C-1a-b) suggested that Passage Rates were lower inside the AOC than out of it, lower 

along the lakeshore than inland, and higher in the wetlands complexes than in mixed landscapes. 

However, the GLM itself (Appendix C-4: Table C-4) indicated that AOC: In vs. Out had no 

significant effect (Max PR: P = 0.404; Min PR: P = 0.446), nor did Inland vs. Lakeshore (Max 

PR: P = 0.251; Min PR: P = 0.342). In contrast, the P-values for Landscape: Wetlands vs. Mixed 

were significant, at 0.026 and 0.042 for the Max and Min PRs, respectively.  
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The strong effect of Landscape (Table 2) was no surprise, as wetlands are known to be 

preferred habitat for mink (Allen 1986, Eagle and Whitman 1987, Dunstone 1993, Sidorovich 

and Macdonald 2001). The significance of the results for Landscape make power calculations 

irrelevant (Chittenden 2002) for that factor. The ability of the GLM to factor out this effect was 

reassuring and important in evaluating my ability to answer the questions posed by this study.  

The P-values (Table 2) for the Regional Descriptors AOC: In vs. Out (0.404-0.446) and 

Inland vs. Lakeshore (0.251-0.342) supported the null hypotheses of no difference between mink 

PRs for either descriptor. However, due to the small sample sizes and large standard errors, the 

power of the GLM was low (≥ 0.254 for AOC: In vs. Out and ≥ 0.094 for Lakeshore vs. Inland, 

although the actual power was somewhat higher because these numbers were calculated 

assuming only four sites in each region). In order to achieve a power of 0.8 for each test, given 

the differences between the means, the number of replicates (MustelaVision sites) in each region 

would have to have been 17 for AOC: In vs. Out, and 71 for Lakeshore vs. Inland. Although 

these results suggest that it may be possible to delist the “Degradation of Fish and Wildlife 

Populations” use impairment for mink in the Rochester Embayment, the low power of the tests 

(i.e., the low probability of correctly detecting significant differences among treatments when 

differences exist) suggests that further evidence is needed before delisting can occur. (Results 

from the study on the levels of BCCs in mink tissues, Pagano and Haynes, in preparation, may 

provide the needed information.) 

Influence of Site Descriptors 

None of Cover (brush, cattails, forest; Appendix D-1: Table D-1a), Habitat type (wetland, 

upland, mixed; Appendix D-1: Table D-1b), or underwater Ledge (presence or absence; 

Appendix D-1: Table D-1c) significantly affected PRs, but again, because of low sample sizes, 
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statistical power to distinguish these effects was low (Table 3). While Habitat (wetland, upland, 

mixed) and Cover (cattail, brush, forest) had similar definitions, they applied to larger and 

smaller areas, respectively, around the MustelaVision sites. That the P-values for Cover were 

lower than those for Habitat implies that the likelihood of observing mink passage is more 

heavily influenced by site choice at a small scale, particularly the type of cover present at the 

camera site. This is similar to Bonesi and Macdonald’s (2004) finding that the habitat 

characteristics closest to the water had the strongest effect upon the duration of coexistence of 

otter and mink in England. 

The Site Descriptor Tunnel had a highly significant effect on Passage Rates (Table 3; 

Appendix D-1: Table D-1d). This result was not unexpected, as I was repeatedly told by trappers 

to place the cameras at culverts and bridges where mink following the water’s edge would enter 

the tunnel rather than leave the water to cross a road. Examination of the sites’ characteristics 

showed that the lack of a tunnel was the one feature that all sites with PRs of zero had in 

common (although not all sites without tunnels had PRs of zero). Unfortunately, the sites with 

tunnels were not evenly distributed between the Wetlands and the Mixed Landscapes. In the 

Wetlands regions, nine of 17 sites were tunnels, but in the Mixed regions, only one of 12 sites 

was a tunnel (Chi-square = 6.196, DF = 1, P = 0.013). Thus, the effect of Tunnel on the PRs 

quite possibly confounded the Wetlands effect in the Regional Descriptors GLM, indicating that 

careful camera site choice is an important factor in a study of this type, especially for animals 

with microhabitat preferences as specific as mink. Future studies of mink populations should be 

certain that tunnels are fully represented in all experimental treatments or blocks.  
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Ecological Observations 

Mink Groups in the AOC 

The most exciting results were a hoped-for bonus of the study. I recorded four instances 

of mink families in the AOC: two in the BBWMA (Lakeshore/AOC) and two in the BLKCK 

(Inland/AOC) region. (I also recorded family groups at Route 77 in the INWR Inland/Out of 

AOC, but none in the LOSPW Lakeshore/AOC region.)  

At the Sackett Road site in the BLKCK region (AOC/Inland) on 23 June 2003, I recorded 

one adult and two young mink traveling together. At the same site on 30 June 2004, I recorded 

two mink together. At Round Pond Creek in the BBWMA (AOC/Lakeshore) on 19 July 2004, I 

recorded one adult and four young. About two weeks later, on 5 August 2004, I recorded two 

animals traveling together at that site.  

As mentioned above, mink are normally solitary except for mating pairs and mothers 

with kits. In two of the recordings of multiple mink in the AOC, it was obvious that there was 

one adult and several young. Since fathers take no part in raising the young (USDA Forest 

Service 2005), the adults observed with young were assumed to be their mothers. In the two 

cases in which I recorded two mink traveling together in the AOC, and their relationship was not 

obvious, I assumed that they were family members because these recordings were during the 

summer, before the young would have dispersed, rather than during mating season. This 

assumption is supported by Mitchell (1961) who reported that mink often travel in pairs, either 

two kits or a mother and daughter, until late fall. 

My documentation of reproduction of mink in the AOC, especially along the lakeshore, 

may help justify delisting the current “Bird or Animal Deformities or Reproductive Problems” 

use impairment for the Rochester Embayment of Lake Ontario. 
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Observed Behaviors of Mink 

Nocturnality of Mink 

Many sources indicate that mink are primarily nocturnal (Birks and Linn 1982, 

Linscombe et al. 1982, Jamison 1983, Krause 1984, Geary 1985, Allen 1986, Eagle and 

Whitman 1987, Illinois Natural History Survey 2001, USDA Forest Service 2005).  

My observations refuted this widely held belief. In 2003 and 2004, respectively, 65 of 

109 mink passages (59.6%) and 71 of 116 (61.2%) were recorded as “Day,” i.e., the majority of 

mink passages were observed by natural light rather than the camera’s IR illumination. The Chi-

Squared test did not reject the null hypothesis of equal numbers of day and night passages, (χ2 = 

0.0017, DF = 1, P > 0.95), which would not be the case if mink were mostly nocturnal. Given the 

observed ratio of Day to Night passages of 3:2, even if I had missed one-third of the night 

passages the conclusion of non-nocturnality would not be affected. This scenario is extremely 

unlikely, as the infrared VCR trigger is more sensitive at night because of the surroundings being 

cooler and the lack of IR from the sun. Also, since most animals’ eyes are highly reflective in the 

IR, and warm-blooded animals emit IR, I often saw them long before they entered the pool of IR 

that illuminated the entire animal on camera. Finally, the frequency at which I observed mice 

outside the IR pool of illumination at night causes me to believe that I would not often have 

missed a mink. 

Although my definition of “Day” could apply during the twilight hours of dawn and 

dusk, it was obvious when watching the videos, judging by sun and shadow angles and knowing 

the orientation of the camera, that most of the “Day” passages took place in broad daylight, many 

at midday. Linscombe et al. (1982) cited reports by Gerell (1969) that females with kits were 

primarily diurnal and by Marshall (1936) that both sexes were most active between dawn and 
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dusk in winter. However, neither of these reports would explain my findings, as less than 4% of 

our observations were of family units, and I was not recording during winter. Birks and Linn 

(1982) reported that 75% of inter-den or long distance movements were at night, speculating that 

this may be why most are trapped at night and thus are thought to be nocturnal.  

Repeated Passages 

On a number of occasions, mink passed through the camera’s field of view several times 

during the same day or night, but were not seen again for days or weeks, having apparently 

moved out of the immediate area. At Cayuga Pool in the INWR (Inland/Out of AOC) on 27 June 

2003, a mink crossed the field of view eight times while exhibiting searching behavior and 

covering the area thoroughly before disappearing. As it occurred in broad daylight, I was able to 

judge by shadow angles that this happened within a short period of time (minutes rather than 

hours). This corresponds with Gerrell’s (1970) reports of small-scale oscillatory movements 

superimposed upon larger-scale movements covering the home range. 

Flight from a Predator 

At the same location on the same day, a very different behavior was seen—a mink ran 

fast and straight through the entire field of view, disappearing in seconds. The probable 

explanation for this unusual behavior was following several feet behind the fleeing mink—the 

shadow of a large bird, probably a hawk, was easily visible. Eagle and Whitman (1987) and 

Dunstone (1993) reported that mink are preyed upon by hawks, owls and eagles. 

This potential for predation from overhead may explain why cover is such an important 

factor in determining Passage Rates at a camera site. Mason and Macdonald (1983), Allen 

(1987), Eagle and Whitman (1987) and Yamaguchi et al. (2003) agree that mink prefer to stay 

under cover and avoid open areas. In retrospect, I realized that most of the sites with zero PRs 
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had no cover immediately adjacent to the water’s edge, though it may have been only a foot or 

two away. At one of these sites, Cole Road in the BLKCK region in 2004, we recorded a hawk 

taking a duck from alongside the bank.  

Predation on a Fish 

At a stream site in the BLKCK region (Inland/AOC) on 23 June 2004, I recorded a mink 

catching a fish. Although this was a night shot, and the event occurred at the edge of the IR field 

of illumination, recognition of the event was aided by the fact that this particular camera had a 

microphone. I heard a splash, and then saw the mink on the bank holding a fish; the mink had 

apparently dived into the water after sighting the fish, exactly as Dunstone (1993) and Eagle and 

Whitman (1987) reported. 

Ice-breaking 

At Bill’s Point, a site in the BBWMA (Lakeshore/AOC) on 25 November 2002, I 

recorded a mink breaking up a thin film of ice which was forming over an area where mink had 

frequently been seen swimming before. The mink swam under the ice and butted its head up 

against the ice until it broke; it repeated this behavior many times until most of the ice film was 

broken up, before swimming out of view. 

Summary 

The central question addressed by this part of my study was: Are there differences in the 

relative abundance of lakeshore and inland mink populations in and out of the AOC? Although 

the statistical descriptors of the MustelaVision data tentatively suggest that there are differences 

in mink populations inside and outside the AOC and between the lakeshore and inland areas, the 

GLM was unable to assign significance to those differences, as the statistical power of my tests 

was low due to small sample sizes and large variability. Further analysis showed that  landscape-
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scale features (wetland complexes) and microhabitat factors (tunnels) are key predictors of mink 

presence or absence at a sampling site. I also showed that mink are reproducing in the AOC, and 

mink are not chiefly nocturnal.  

My literature review found only two other studies that referred to the use of video 

cameras in population monitoring of vertebrates, neither of which was comparable to this study. 

Rutberg et al. (2004) used hand-held video cameras to record deer while driving around the 

perimeter of their study area, but this was only part of their effort, most of which focused on 

counting deer while “beating” or “driving” them with large numbers of people on foot. Westera 

et al. (2003) used video cameras to count fish attracted to bait stations in an effort to estimate 

abundances, but unlike my study they were not recording natural rates of passage. Hence, I 

believe that I have developed a novel method that shows potential for monitoring relative 

population size, with appropriate care in camera placement, and has the added benefit of 

revealing the natural behaviors of the animals under study. 

 

 



 

Tables  

Table 1. MustelaVision camera sites characterized by regional and site descriptors.  
MustelaVision Camera Site Region

AOC: In 
vs. Out

Lakeshore vs. 
Inland Landscape Cover Habitat Ledge Tunnel

Bogus Creek 2003 BBWMA In Lakeshore Wetlands Forest Upland No No
Bogus Creek 2004 BBWMA In Lakeshore Wetlands Forest Upland No No
Larkin Creek A 2003 BBWMA In Lakeshore Wetlands Forest Mix Yes No
Larkin Creek B 2004 BBWMA In Lakeshore Wetlands Forest Mix Yes No
Round Pond Creek 2003 BBWMA In Lakeshore Wetlands Brush Mix Yes Yes
Round Pond Creek 2004 BBWMA In Lakeshore Wetlands Brush Mix Yes Yes
Bill's Point 2003 BBWMA In Lakeshore Wetlands Cattails Wetland No Yes
Cranberry Pond Trib 2004 BBWMA In Lakeshore Wetlands Forest Mix No Yes
Black Creek/ Rte 19 2003 BLKCK In Inland Mix Forest Upland Yes No
Black Creek/ Rte 19 2004 BLKCK In Inland Mix Forest Upland Yes No
Black Creek/ W Sweden Rd 2003 BLKCK In Inland Mix Forest Upland Yes No
Black Creek Trib/ W Sweden Rd 2004 BLKCK In Inland Mix Brush Upland No No
Black Creek/ Mud City Rd 2003 BLKCK In Inland Mix Cattails Wetland Yes No
Black Creek/ Cole Rd 2004 BLKCK In Inland Mix Brush Upland Yes No
Black Creek Trib Sackett Rd 2003 BLKCK In Inland Mix Brush Mix No No
Black Creek Trib Sackett Rd 2004 BLKCK In Inland Mix Brush Mix No No
Rte 63 2003 INWR Out Inland Wetlands Cattails Mix No No
Rt 77 2003 INWR Out Inland Wetlands Cattails Wetland No Yes
Rt 77 2004 INWR Out Inland Wetlands Cattails Wetland No Yes
Cayuga Pool 2003 INWR Out Inland Wetlands Cattails Wetland No No
Cayuga Pool 2004 INWR Out Inland Wetlands Cattails Wetland No No
Sour Springs Road 2003 INWR Out Inland Wetlands Cattails Wetland Yes Yes
Sour Springs Road 2004 INWR Out Inland Wetlands Cattails Wetland Yes Yes
Feeder Road 2003 INWR Out Inland Wetlands Cattails Mix No No
Albion Rd 2003 INWR Out Inland Wetlands Cattails Mix No Yes
Albion Rd 2004 INWR Out Inland Wetlands Cattails Mix No Yes
 Bald Eagle beaver den 2004 LOSPW Out Lakeshore Mix Brush Mix No No
Yanty Creek 2004 LOSPW Out Lakeshore Mix Brush Mix No No
Bald Eagle west bank 2004 LOSPW Out Lakeshore Mix Forest Upland No No
Yanty Culvert #2 2004 LOSPW Out Lakeshore Mix Cattails Wetland No Yes

Site DescriptorsRegional Descriptors
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Table 2. Results of analysis of variance (GLM) of mink Passage Rates by Regional Descriptors: AOC: In vs. Out; Inland vs. 
Lakeshore; and Landscape: Wetlands Complex vs. Mixed Habitat (Full MiniTab output in Appendix C). Bold indicates a 
significant difference. *Power is not relevant since effect is significant (Chittenden 2002).  

 

Regional Descriptor PR 
Used 

N Mean (SE) P-value Power 

AOC: In vs. Out      
 Max   0.404 0.254 
       AOC: In  16 0.0768  (0.0238)   
       AOC: Out  13 0.1675  (0.0611)   

 Min   0.446 0.248 
       AOC: In  16 0.0399  (0.0130)   
       AOC: Out  13 0.0859  (0.0339)   
Lakeshore vs. Inland      
 Max   0.251 0.096 
       Inland  17 0.1424  (0.0479)   
       Lakeshore  12 0.0821  (0.0309)   
 Min   0.342 0.094 
       Inland  17 0.0720  (0.0266)   
       Lakeshore  12 0.0443  (0.0168)   
Landscape: Wetlands 
vs. Mixed  

     

 Max   0.026 * 
       Mixed Habitat  12 0.0352  (0.0106)   
       Wetlands  
       Complex 

 17 0.1755  (0.0479)   

 Min   0.042 * 
       Mixed Habitat  12 0.0180  (0.0056)   
       Wetlands 
       Complex 

 17 0.0905  (0.0267   
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Table 3. Results of ANOVAs of mink Passage Rates by Site Descriptors: Cover, Habitat, Ledge, and Tunnel (Full MiniTab 
output in Appendix D). Bold indicates a significant difference. *Power is not relevant since effect is significant (Chittenden 2002). 

 

Site Descriptor PR Used N Mean (SE) P-value Power 
Cover Max   0.166 0.268 
       Brush  8 0.0942  (0.0387)   
       Cattails  12 0.1843  (0.0643)   
       Forest  9 0.0490  (0.0255)   
 Min   0.193 0.259 
       Brush  8 0.0566  (0.0227)   
       Cattails  12 0.0935  (0.0360)   
       Forest  9 0.0200  (0.0100)   
Habitat Max   0.245 0.279 
       Mix  13 0.1125  (0.0459)   
       Upland  8 0.0512  (0.0289)   
       Wetland  8 0.1918  (0.0757)   
 Min   0.341 0.197 
       Mix  13 0.0706  (0.0305)   
       Upland  8 0.0204  (0.0115)   
       Wetland  8 0.0842  (0.0337)   
Ledge Max   0.872 0.052 
       Absent  18 0.1214  (0.0421)   
       Present  11 0.1109  (0.0459)   
 Min   0.970 0.050 
       Absent  18 0.0610  (0.0235)   
       Present  11 0.0597  (0.0244)   
Tunnel Max   0.004 * 
       Absent  19 0.0557  (0.0227)   
       Present  10 0.2348  (0.0658)   
 Min   0.001 * 
       Absent  19 0.0222  (0.0075)   
       Present  10 0.1333  (0.0387)   
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Figures 

Figure 1. Map showing placement of MustelaVision systems in four regions during 2003 and 2004. Each red triangle is the site of 
one MV system. In LOSP West, there were actually four sites, but the triangle symbols are superimposed in pairs due to their 
proximity. RELO is the Rochester Embayment of Lake Ontario. (Map courtesy of Albert Fulton 2005.) 
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Figure 2. Mink Passage Rates calculated for each camera site during 2003 and 2004. The bars show the range between the Min 
and Max Passage Rates, based on the Max and Min number of Trap Nights, respectively, at each site. The sites are grouped by Region 
(In AOC vs. Out of AOC, and Inland vs. Lakeshore) labeled at the bottom. Data from both years at one site are side by side. 
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Figure 3. Yearly changes (Delta Passage Rates) in mink passages for sites at which data were taken both years. BB = Braddock 
Bay Wildlife Management Area, INWR = Iroquois National Wildlife Refuge. 
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Appendices 

Appendix A: MustelaVision Operations 

Appendix A-1: MustelaVision System  

Figure A-1a.  MustelaVision system: camera head on stake at right, VCR on platform in front of battery, protective circuit board 
mounted underneath VCR platform.  
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Figure A-1b. Schematic of a MustelaVision system. The remote monitor is used only during field-testing and camera alignment. 
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Figure A-1c. Back view of a MustelaVision camera head mounted on stake at the Round Pond Creek site in the BBWMA. 
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Figure A-1d. Battery protection circuit board, which protected against over discharge of battery, reversal of battery hook-up, 
and component fusing. 
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Appendix A-2: Data Record Sheets  

Figure A-2a. Sample System Log. During each field service session, I recorded the date of service, the ID numbers of the videotape 
cassettes and batteries inserted, and any comments such as mink tracks observed, operational failures, or other pertinent information. 
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Figure A-2b. Sample Tape Log. The start and end dates for each session generated the Max Trap Nights (TN) for that session, and 
the day (D) and night (N) periods, recorded as they occurred in the video, yielded the Min TN for that session. 
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Appendix B: Passage Rate Analyses (Delta PRs) 

Table B-1. Mean Delta PRs 
One-Sample T: Dmin, Dmax 

Test of mean Delta PR = 0 vs mean Delta PR not = 0 
 
Variable          N      Mean     StDev   SE Mean 
Dmin              9     0.159     0.693     0.231 
Dmax              9    -0.109     0.392     0.131 
 
Variable             95.0% CI            T      P 
Dmin          (  -0.374,   0.691)     0.69  0.511 
Dmax          (  -0.410,   0.192)    -0.83  0.428 

 

Table B-2. Delta PRs: AOC: In (trapped for this study) vs. Out (trapped historically) 
Two-Sample T-Test and CI: Dmax, Area 

Area        N      Mean     StDev   SE Mean 
AOC         5   -0.0970    0.0919     0.041 
Out         4    -0.124     0.630      0.32 
 
Difference = mu (AOC) - mu (Out) 
Estimate for difference:  0.027 
95% CI for difference: (-0.984, 1.038) 
T-Test of difference = 0 (vs not =): T-Value = 0.08  P-Value = 0.938  DF = 3 

Two-Sample T-Test and CI: Dmin, Area 

Area        N      Mean     StDev   SE Mean 
AOC         5   -0.0018    0.0497     0.022 
Out         4      0.36      1.09      0.54 
 
Difference = mu (AOC) - mu (Out) 
Estimate for difference:  -0.361 
95% CI for difference: (-2.092, 1.369) 
T-Test of difference = 0 (vs not =): T-Value = -0.66  P-Value = 0.554  DF = 3 
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Appendix C: Regional Descriptor Analyses 

Appendix C-1. Preliminary General Linear Model: Regional Descriptors, Including Route 77 

2004 Outlier 

Table C-1. Preliminary General Linear Model: Regional Descriptors, Including Route 77 
2004 Outlier 
Factor          Type   Levels  Values 
AOC: In or Out  fixed       2  AOC, Out 
Lakeshore       fixed       2  Inland, Shore 
Landscape       fixed       2  Mixed, Wetlands 
 

Analysis of Variance for Max, using Adjusted SS for Tests 

 
Source          DF  Seq SS  Adj SS  Adj MS     F      P 
AOC: In or Out   1  0.4183  0.1487  0.1487  0.94  0.341 
Lakeshore        1  0.1138  0.1897  0.1897  1.20  0.283 
Landscape        1  0.3807  0.3807  0.3807  2.41  0.133 
Error           26  4.1051  4.1051  0.1579 
Total           29  5.0179 
 
S = 0.397352   R-Sq = 18.19%   R-Sq(adj) = 8.75% 
 
Unusual Observations for Max 
 
Obs      Max      Fit   SE Fit  Residual  St Resid 
 19  2.21212  0.42997  0.12565   1.78215      4.73 R 
 
R denotes an observation with a large standardized residual. 
 
 

Analysis of Variance for Min, using Adjusted SS for Tests 

 
Source          DF   Seq SS   Adj SS   Adj MS     F      P 
AOC: In or Out   1  0.13200  0.04840  0.04840  0.87  0.360 
Lakeshore        1  0.03349  0.05611  0.05611  1.01  0.325 
Landscape        1  0.11462  0.11462  0.11462  2.06  0.163 
Error           26  1.44893  1.44893  0.05573 
Total           29  1.72904 
 
S = 0.236068   R-Sq = 16.20%   R-Sq(adj) = 6.53% 
 
Unusual Observations for Min 
 
Obs      Min      Fit   SE Fit  Residual  St Resid 
 19  1.30357  0.23652  0.07465   1.06705      4.76 R 
 
R denotes an observation with a large standardized residual. 
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Appendix C-2. Descriptive Statistics: Regional Descriptors 

Table C-2a. Descriptive Statistics: AOC: In vs. Out  
          AOC:In 
Variable  vs. Out   N   N*   Mean  SE Mean   StDev  Minimum       Q1 
Max       In    16   0  0.0768   0.0238  0.0950  0.00000  0.00281 
          Out    13   0  0.1675   0.0611  0.2203  0.00000  0.00000 
 
Min       In    16   0  0.0399   0.0130  0.0522  0.00000  0.00210 
          Out    13   0  0.0859   0.0339  0.1222  0.00000  0.00000 
 
Variable  AOC  Median      Q3  Maximum 
Max       In   0.0340  0.0960   0.3077 
          Out  0.0471  0.4249   0.5714 
 
Min       In   0.0147  0.0536   0.1552 
          Out  0.0317  0.1671   0.3902 
 

Table C-2b. Descriptive Statistics: Inland vs. Lakeshore  
           Lakeshore 
Variable  vs.Inland    N  N*   Mean  SE Mean   StDev  Minimum      Q1 
Max       Inland      17  0  0.1424   0.0479  0.1977  0.00000  0.0000 
          Lakeshore   12  0  0.0821   0.0309  0.1069  0.00000  0.0116 
 
Min       Inland      17  0  0.0720   0.0266  0.1097  0.00000  0.0000 
          Lakeshore   12  0  0.0443   0.0168  0.0583  0.00000  0.00774 
 
           Lakeshore 
Variable  vs.Inland   Median      Q3  Maximum 
Max       Inland      0.0755  0.2449   0.5714 
          Lakeshore   0.0251  0.1751   0.3077 
 
Min       Inland      0.0290  0.0827   0.3902 
          Lakeshore   0.0119  0.0834   0.1552 
 

Table C-2c. Descriptive Statistics: Landscape: Wetlands vs. Mix  
Variable  Landscape   N  N*     Mean  SE Mean    StDev  Minimum       Q1 
Max       Mix        12   0   0.0352   0.0106   0.0368  0.00000  0.00000 
          Wetlands   17   0   0.1755   0.0479   0.1974  0.00000  0.00562 
 
Min       Mix        12   0  0.01802  0.00557  0.01930  0.00000  0.00000 
          Wetlands   17   0   0.0905   0.0267   0.1102  0.00000  0.00420 
 
Variable  Landscape  Median       Q3  Maximum 
Max       Mix        0.0240   0.0744   0.0968 
          Wetlands   0.0938   0.3462   0.5714 
 
Min       Mix       0.01220  0.03106  0.05556 
          Wetlands   0.0494   0.1551   0.3902 
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Appendix C-3: Main Effects Plots 

Figure C-3a. Main effects plot showing effects of Regional Descriptors on Max PR. 
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Figure C-3b. Main effects plot showing effects of Regional Descriptors on Min PR. 
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Appendix C-4. General Linear Model: Regional Descriptors 

Table C-4. General Linear Model: Regional Descriptors 
Factor    Type   Levels  Values 
AOC       fixed       2  AOC, Out 
Shore     fixed       2  Inland, Shore 
Wetlands  fixed       2  Mix, Wetlands 

 Analysis of Variance for Max, using Adjusted SS for Tests 

Source    DF   Seq SS   Adj SS   Adj MS     F      P 
AOC        1  0.05893  0.01658  0.01658  0.72  0.404 
Lakeshore  1  0.01323  0.03176  0.03176  1.38  0.251 
Wetlands   1  0.12819  0.12819  0.12819  5.56  0.026 
Error     25  0.57615  0.57615  0.02305 
Total     28  0.77651 
 
S = 0.151810   R-Sq = 25.80%   R-Sq(adj) = 16.90% 
 
Unusual Observations for Max 
 
Obs       Max       Fit    SE Fit  Residual  St Resid 
 24  0.571429  0.231957  0.050603  0.339472      2.37 R 
 
R denotes an observation with a large standardized residual. 

 Analysis of Variance for Min, using Adjusted SS for Tests 

Source    DF    Seq SS    Adj SS    Adj MS     F      P 
AOC        1  0.015166  0.004399  0.004399  0.60  0.446 
Shore      1  0.002547  0.006896  0.006896  0.94  0.342 
Wetlands   1  0.033783  0.033783  0.033783  4.59  0.042 
Error     25  0.183830  0.183830  0.007353 
Total     28  0.235325 
 
S = 0.0857507   R-Sq = 21.88%   R-Sq(adj) = 12.51% 
 
Unusual Observations for Min 
 
Obs       Min       Fit    SE Fit  Residual  St Resid 
 24  0.390244  0.117964  0.028584  0.272280      3.37 R 
 
R denotes an observation with a large standardized residual. 
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Appendix D: Site Descriptor Analyses 

Appendix D-1. Descriptive Statistics 

Table D-1a. Descriptive Statistics: Cover 
Variable  Cover      N  N*  Mean   SE Mean  StDev  Minimum         Q1 
Max       Brush      8  0  0.0942  0.0387  0.1095  0.0000      0.0031 
          Cattails  12  0  0.1843  0.0643  0.2227  0.0000      0.0000 
          Forest     9  0  0.0490  0.0255  0.0765  0.0000      0.0056 
 
Min       Brush      8  0  0.0566  0.0227  0.0643  0.0000      0.0019 
          Cattails  12  0  0.0935  0.0360  0.1248  0.0000      0.0000 
          Forest     9  0  0.0200  0.0100  0.0300  0.0000      0.0042 
 
Variable  Cover      Median      Q3  Maximum 
Max       Brush      0.0673  0.1759   0.3077 
          Cattails   0.0846  0.4450   0.5714 
          Forest     0.0196  0.0655   0.2407 
 
Min       Brush      0.0397  0.1302   0.1552 
          Cattails   0.0471  0.1969   0.3902 
          Forest    0.00847  0.0247   0.0963 
 

Table D-1b. Descriptive Statistics: Habitat  
Variable  Habitat   N  N*  Mean   SE Mean   StDev  Minimum        Q1 
Max       Mix      13   0  0.1125  0.0459  0.1655  0.0000      0.0056 
          Upland    8   0  0.0512  0.0289  0.0819  0.0000      0.0000 
          Wetland   8   0  0.1918  0.0757  0.2142  0.0000      0.0075 
 
Min       Mix      13   0  0.0706  0.0305  0.1101  0.0000      0.0038 
          Upland    8   0  0.0204  0.0115  0.0324  0.0000      0.0000 
          Wetland   8   0  0.0842  0.0337  0.0954  0.0000      0.0039 
 
Variable  Habitat   Median      Q3  Maximum 
Max       Mix       0.0471  0.1538   0.5714 
          Upland    0.0189  0.0744   0.2407 
          Wetland   0.0846  0.4450   0.4857 
 
Min       Mix       0.0317  0.1065   0.3902 
          Upland   0.00871  0.0268   0.0963 
          Wetland   0.0471  0.1969   0.2299 
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Table D-1c. Descriptive Statistics: Ledge 
Variable  Ledge   N  N*  Mean  SE Mean   StDev  Minimum     Q1 
Max       No     18  0  0.1214  0.0421  0.1788  0.0000  0.0000 
          Yes    11  0  0.1109  0.0459  0.1524  0.0000  0.0000 
 
Min       No     18  0  0.0610  0.0235  0.0999  0.0000  0.0000 
          Yes    11  0  0.0597  0.0244  0.0810  0.0000  0.0000 
 
Variable  Ledge  Median      Q3  Maximum 
Max       No     0.0385  0.1391   0.5714 
          Yes    0.0476  0.2022   0.4651 
 
Min       No     0.0236  0.0676   0.3902 
          Yes    0.0204  0.1550   0.2299 
 

Table D-1d. Descriptive Statistics: Tunnel 
Variable  Tunnel  N  N*  Mean   SE Mean  StDev  Minimum     Q1 
Max       No     19  0  0.0557  0.0227  0.0991  0.0000  0.0000 
          Yes    10  0  0.2348  0.0658  0.2081  0.0112  0.0641 
 
Min       No     19  0  0.0222  0.0075  0.0328  0.0000  0.0000 
          Yes    10  0  0.1333  0.0387  0.1225  0.0085  0.0374 
 
Variable  Tunnel   Median       Q3  Maximum 
Max       No       0.0182   0.0833   0.3846 
          Yes      0.1538   0.4703   0.5714 
 
Min       No      0.00840  0.03175  0.10753 
          Yes      0.1065   0.2275   0.3902 
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Appendix D-2. One-Way ANOVAs: Site Descriptors 

Table D-2a. Cover 
Factor  Type   Levels  Values 
Cover   fixed       3  Brush, Cattails, Forest 

One-way ANOVA: Max versus Cover  
Source  DF      SS      MS     F      P 
Cover    2  0.1000  0.0500  1.92  0.166 
Error   26  0.6765  0.0260 
Total   28  0.7765 
 
S = 0.1613   R-Sq = 12.88%   R-Sq(adj) = 6.18% 

One-way ANOVA: Min versus Cover  
Source  DF       SS       MS     F      P 
Cover    2  0.02794  0.01397  1.75  0.193 
Error   26  0.20739  0.00798 
Total   28  0.23533 
 
S = 0.08931   R-Sq = 11.87%   R-Sq(adj) = 5.09% 
 

Table D-2b. Habitat 
Factor   Type   Levels  Values 
Habitat  fixed       3  Mix, Upland, Wetland 

One-way ANOVA: Max versus Habitat  
Source   DF      SS      MS     F      P 
Habitat   2  0.0797  0.0398  1.49  0.245 
Error    26  0.6968  0.0268 
Total    28  0.7765 
 
S = 0.1637   R-Sq = 10.26%   R-Sq(adj) = 3.36% 

One-way ANOVA: Min versus Habitat  
Source   DF       SS       MS     F      P 
Habitat   2  0.01869  0.00935  1.12  0.341 
Error    26  0.21663  0.00833 
Total    28  0.23533 
 
S = 0.09128   R-Sq = 7.94%   R-Sq(adj) = 0.86% 
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Table D-2c. Ledge 
Factor  Type   Levels  Values 
Ledge   fixed       2  No, Yes 

One-way ANOVA: Max versus Shelf  
Source  DF      SS      MS     F      P 
Shelf    1  0.0008  0.0008  0.03  0.872 
Error   27  0.7758  0.0287 
Total   28  0.7765 
 
S = 0.1695   R-Sq = 0.10%   R-Sq(adj) = 0.00% 

One-way ANOVA: Min versus Shelf  
Source  DF       SS       MS     F      P 
Shelf    1  0.00001  0.00001  0.00  0.970 
Error   27  0.23531  0.00872 
Total   28  0.23533 
 
S = 0.09336   R-Sq = 0.01%   R-Sq(adj) = 0.00% 
 

Table D-2d. Tunnel 
Factor  Type   Levels  Values 
Tunnel  fixed       2  No, Yes 

One-way ANOVA: Max versus Tunnel  
Source  DF      SS      MS      F      P 
Tunnel   1  0.2101  0.2101  10.02  0.004 
Error   27  0.5664  0.0210 
Total   28  0.7765 
 
S = 0.1448   R-Sq = 27.06%   R-Sq(adj) = 24.36% 

One-way ANOVA: Min versus Tunnel  
Source  DF       SS       MS      F      P 
Tunnel   1  0.08089  0.08089  14.14  0.001 
Error   27  0.15444  0.00572 
Total   28  0.23533 
 
S = 0.07563   R-Sq = 34.37%   R-Sq(adj) = 31.94% 
 

   



 

Chapter 2: Age, Size, and Stable Isotope Data, and a 
Predictive Model for BCC Exposure Levels 

Introduction 

The initial questions addressed by this portion of the study were: 1) Can stable 

isotope analysis be used to evaluate mink diets, at lakeshore and inland areas in and out 

of the AOC, in terms of trophic levels and terrestrial and aquatic food sources? 2) Can the 

results be used to construct a food web/bioaccumulation model for mink in the Rochester 

AOC that can predict body burdens of BCCs in mink in relation to their diets? 

Stable isotopes (SIs) of carbon and nitrogen are used to evaluate trophic webs of 

ecosystems to give lifetime, integrated estimates of both trophic level and dietary sources 

for organisms. Both 12C and 14N have stable, heavier isotopes (13C and 15N) which occur 

naturally, and the heavier and lighter isotopes are differentially absorbed and metabolized 

by organisms. Usually the lighter isotopes are excreted preferentially, leading to a relative 

enrichment of the heavier isotopes in organisms relative to their environment or diet. 

These enrichments are measurable through mass spectrometry, and are reported in parts 

per thousand (δ‰) relative to a standard: 

310]1)[( ×−−= standardsample RRXδ  

where X is 13C or 15N and R is the corresponding ratio 13C/12C or 15N/14N. The standard 

for carbon is PeeDee Belemnite (PDB) limestone, and the standard for nitrogen is 

atmospheric nitrogen (Fry 1991). 

Selective excretion of 14N over 15N by animals results in an increase of 

approximately 3.4‰ in the δ15N at each trophic level; thus, 15N analysis can determine
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the trophic level at which an animal feeds (Peterson and Fry 1987, Cabana and 

Rasmussen 1994). Carbon is also enriched between trophic levels, but at a much lower 

rate, between 0 and 1‰. Because freshwater algae have a much lower δ13C than 

terrestrial plants (e.g., terrestrial leaves δ13C = -27 to -31‰ versus algae > -17‰; Collier 

and Lyon 1991), 13C analysis can differentiate between these as original sources of 

carbon in a diet, indicating whether the diet is primarily of aquatic or terrestrial origin.  

Once trophic level and percent aquatic diet are known, the exposure level for each 

BCC can be calculated using a model adapted from Sample et al. (1996). The model 

takes into account the concentration of the BCC in the water, daily food and water 

ingestion rates, proportion of the diet originating from aquatic carbon sources, body 

weight of the animal, and bioaccumulation factors (BAF) for each BCC. The BAF is 

dependent upon the trophic level and the octanol-water partition coefficient of the 

compound (Sample et al. 1996).  

My approach was to do stable isotope analysis for 13C and 15N on tissues from the 

same mink collected for BCC analyses (Pagano and Haynes, in preparation). I tested the 

null hypotheses that there are no differences in stable isotope ratios (δ13C and δ15N) 

among regions (AOC: In vs. Out, Lakeshore vs. Inland). I used my results representing 

trophic level and proportion of aquatic prey in mink diets to model the bioaccumulation 

of selected BCCs in mink in the AOC for later comparison with the results of Pagano’s 

and Haynes’ (in preparation) study.  

Because it was desirable to know the ages of the mink for the Pagano and Haynes 

study (in preparation), I had the minks’ teeth aged and used those results to answer 

further questions, such as: How do body length and weight relate to ages of trapped 
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mink? Do the ages of mink trapped vary in and out of the AOC and between lakeshore 

and inland areas? Do stable isotope values in mink vary with age? 

Materials and Methods 

Specimen collection 

Collection 

Mink carcasses were collected from trappers (after skinning) in five areas. I 

described each collection area using the Regional Descriptors AOC: In versus Out; 

Lakeshore versus Inland; and Landscape: Wetlands (large wetlands complex) versus 

Mixed Habitat. For the purpose of analysis, I divided the study area into four Regions — 

Inland/AOC, Lakeshore/AOC, Inland/Out of AOC, and Lakeshore/Out of AOC. Both 

Lakeshore regions were identical to those defined for the MustelaVision study (i.e., 

Lakeshore/AOC (Wetlands) was the Braddock Bay Wildlife Management Area 

(BBWMA), and Lakeshore/Out of AOC (Mixed) was the Lake Ontario State Parkway 

west of Route 19 (LOSPW)). However, for this study Inland/AOC (Mixed) included any 

animals taken in the AOC watershed more than 5 km from the lakeshore, and Inland/Out 

of AOC included animals taken from the Tug Hill Plateau as well as from the Iroquois 

National Wildlife Refuge area, to provide two presumably “clean” control areas. Thus, 

Inland/Out of AOC was the only region that included both Wetlands and Mixed habitats. 

Carcasses were placed in plastic bags and frozen by the trappers as soon as 

possible. The trappers filled out log sheets indicating the date and location of capture for 

each animal, as well as the trapper’s name and contact information. Carcasses were 

assigned specimen numbers in the order in which they were collected, and the specimen 
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number, date and location of capture were written on the plastic bags with a permanent 

marker. 

Processing 

I thawed the frozen mink carcasses overnight in a refrigerator before processing 

them. Because some trappers removed the tails when skinning the carcasses, I removed 

all other tails before weighing and measuring to get comparable measures of body weight 

and length. I placed carcasses in hexane-rinsed aluminum pans or aluminum foil for 

resection, and all utensils used were rinsed with hexane before each use. I placed muscle 

tissue from the left thigh of each carcass into a hexane-rinsed glass specimen bottle, 

labeled with the specimen number and tissue type, and froze it. (I was collecting adipose, 

testis, kidney, liver and brain tissues at the same time, using the same techniques, for the 

BCC analyses of Pagano and Haynes, in preparation). Finally, I extracted two canine 

teeth from each mink and placed them in similarly labeled specimen envelopes. I 

recorded the body weight, tail-less body length, and weight of each tissue sample (except 

teeth) on a separate sheet for each mink, along with its specimen number and collection 

record. 

Handling & Shipping 

I shipped the muscle tissue samples, frozen and packaged with dry ice, to Cornell 

University’s Stable Isotope Laboratory (COIL). I let the teeth dry in their paper envelopes 

and shipped them to Matson’s Laboratory (Milltown, MT) for aging. 

Isotope Analysis 

At COIL, stable isotope analyses for 13C and 15N were done by continuous flow 

with an Elemental Analyzer (NC2500, CE Elantech, New Jersey) interfaced with an 
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Isotope Ratio Mass Spectrometer (IRMS) (Delta Plus, Thermo Electron Corp., Germany). 

Strict quality control procedures included two standards: (1) a chemical to test for 

instrument linearity and to define instrument response for the determination of elemental 

composition, and (2) a chemical to show measurement stability of precision and accuracy 

over the length of a run (Art Kasson, COIL, personal communication). 

Aging 

Matson’s Laboratory aged mink teeth using a standardized species- and tooth-

specific cementum analysis, which is based on the fact that mammal teeth, like trees, 

show seasonal growth rings when properly stained (Matson 1981). Matson’s assumed a 

birth date of April 1 for all mink, and returned ages in whole years only. I then calculated 

the additional partial year for each mink from its capture date, and used the sum of the 

two as the age of the mink in decimal years. 

Data Analysis 

I used Microsoft ® Excel 2000 for data keeping and non-statistical calculations. 

For statistical analyses, I used Minitab™ Statistical Software Release 14.13 (2005). I did 

regression analyses to evaluate the relationships between age and both body length and 

weight. I calculated descriptive statistics for age versus the Regional Descriptors (AOC: 

In vs. Out, Lakeshore vs. Inland, and Landscape: Wetland vs. Mixed Habitat) and then 

used Minitab’s General Linear Model (GLM, a 2-way ANOVA with unbalanced cells, 

Tukey pairwise comparisons) to analyze the relationships between age and the Regional 

Descriptors. I also estimated historical trapping pressure in each area based on my 

conversations with DEC employees and trappers, and assigned Trapping Pressure values 

as a covariate in the GLM. Trapping Pressures were: 1 = mink not previously targeted by 
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trappers (LOSPW and Inland/AOC), 2 = mink trapped historically (BBWMA and 

Inland/Out of AOC). I then did regression analyses for each isotope (δ13C and δN) versus 

age, and finally did descriptive statistics and GLMs for each isotope versus the Regional 

Descriptors.  

I estimated the power of the GLMs using Minitab’s 2-Level Factorial power 

calculator (Factors = 3, Corners = 4, Replicates = minimum number for any level of the 

factor of concern (Regional Descriptor or Trapping Pressure), Effects = the smallest 

differences between the means for each factor). Although this calculator is not designed 

for unbalanced cells, using the minimum number of replicates present yielded a 

conservatively low estimate of the actual power (Minitab support staff 2006, personal 

communication).  

Modeling 

Trophic level is calculated by dividing the δ15N value of an organism by the 

change in δ15N per trophic level, usually 3.4‰ (Minigawa and Wada 1984, Vander 

Zanden and Rasmussen 1999, Doucett 1999). Calculating percent aquatic diet using δ13C 

requires 1) determining the δ13C value in tissue, 2) estimating the difference between the 

δ13C values in the tissue and in the diet, and 3) calculating the relative contributions of 

aquatic and terrestrial sources required to yield the estimated δ13C of the diet (DeNiro and 

Eptstein 1978). COIL’s analysis provided the data for step 1. Literature review provided 

appropriate estimated values for step 2. The equation for step 3, calculating the 

proportion of a diet (%A) originating from one of two dietary sources of carbon with 

different δ13C values, is 
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100% 1313
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δδ
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where δ13Canimal is the stable-isotope ratio in the animal, δ13CA and δ13CB are the stable-

isotope ratios of the two carbon sources, f is the trophic fractionation between the animal 

and its diet, and x is the trophic position of the animal (adapted from Doucett 1999). 

Once the trophic level and aquatic portion of an animal’s diet are known, the 

animal’s exposure to a BCC can be modeled knowing the concentration of the compound 

in ambient water. The equation to predict the exposure level of an animal to a BCC in 

water is 

bw
BAFPFWC

Exp aqw )]([ ××+
= , 

where Exp is the exposure from both food and water, Cw is the concentration of the BCC 

in the water, W and F are the daily water and food consumption rates in L/day and g/day, 

respectively, Paq is the aquatic proportion of the diet, BAF is the bioaccumulation factor 

of the chemical of concern (based on the trophic level of the animal and the octanol-water 

coefficient kow, a measure of hydrophobicity of the compound), and bw is the body 

weight of the animal in grams (adapted from Sample et al. 1996). 

  

Results and Discussion 

Mink Age, Length and Weight 

Although I used 41 mink in this study, 12 were not aged due to damaged or lost 

teeth. The ages of the mink ranged from 0.60 to 4.75 years; 41% (12/29) of those aged 

were less than one year old, while only 2 mink (7%) were over 4 years old (Figure 1). 
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Eagle and Whitman (1997) stated that wild mink rarely live longer than 3 years, and cited 

a study (Adams and Chapman 1981) in which only one of 169 trapped mink had reached 

the age of four years. Mitchell (1961) reported almost complete turnover of a population 

in Montana within three years. In contrast, Aulerich et al. (1999) reported life spans of 7-

11 years in ranch mink. 

Neither body length (r = 0.007, P = 0.655) nor body weight (r = 0.019, P = 0.476) 

were correlated with the age of the mink trapped (Appendix A: Figures A1, 2), a result 

explained by earlier studies. Mitchell (1961) reported that juvenile females attained their 

adult weight by mid-August, and males sometime during their first winter. Dunstone 

(1993) reported that mink reach adult body size by about 10 months (their first breeding 

season) although males may continue to gain weight after the first year (and body weight 

may cycle with seasons). Aulerich et al. (1999) reported that mink reach 95% or more of 

their adult body length by 16 weeks of age (September).  

 Trapping season in the study areas does not open until late November, except for 

the Tug Hill Plateau, where it opens in October (my contracted trapper for the Rochester 

Embayment also started in October with a special collector’s permit). Thus, the mink 

should have been close to their adult weight by their first trapping season, and I should 

not have seen a correlation between weight and age. 

Females in my study averaged 32.6 (± 1.0) cm body length and 456.8 (± 42.0) g 

body weight, while mean male body length was 37.4 (± 2.7) cm and mean body weight 

781.5 (± 26.8) g. These means are somewhat smaller than reported by Mitchell (1961) in 

Montana, where males averaged 1150 g and non-pregnant females 600 g. The average 

male body length and weight in my study were 15% and 71% greater, respectively, than 
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the female means. Dunstone (1993) reported that males are typically about 75% heavier 

than females, and Aulerich et al. (1999) reported male body weights 68% and 85% higher 

than females of the same age. 

Age vs. Regional Descriptors 

None of the Regional Descriptors (or their interactions) had any effect on the age 

of mink trapped (P-values ranged from 0.304 to 0.404; Table 1, also Appendix B: Table 

B2). However, in examining the ages of the mink from each area (Figure 2), and the 

descriptive statistics (Appendix B, Table B1), I noticed that the largest difference 

between the mean ages occurred for the Landscape descriptor and that none of the mink 

from the INWR area had reached one year of age (Appendix A, Figure A2). Also, seven 

of the eight mink older than three years were trapped in the Inland/AOC and LOSPW 

areas in which, to my knowledge, mink had not previously been trapped. Despite the 

small sample size from INWR (only four of those five mink could be aged due to a 

broken tooth on the fifth), I hypothesized that trapping pressure might have an effect on 

the ages of the mink trapped, and assigned the Trapping Pressure levels to each area, as 

described above, to enable further investigation.  

The descriptive statistics (Appendix B, Table B1) indicated that Trapping 

Pressure did have an effect on the ages of mink trapped. In previously non-trapped areas 

(LOSPW and BLKCK) the mean age (and standard error) was 2.6 (0.37), the median 3.0, 

and the maximum 4.8.  In trapped areas (BBWMA, INWR and Tug Hill) the mean age 

was 1.4 (0.27), the median 0.8, and the maximum 3.6.  

Having observed these differences, I used Trapping Pressure as a covariate in the 

GLM (Appendix B, Table B3), (forcing me to drop the Landscape Descriptor and the 
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AOC X Lakeshore Interaction due to empty cells). The results were that the P-value for 

Trapping Pressure was 0.017, while the P-values for the Regional Descriptors rose to 

0.634 or higher (Table 1). The low power levels calculated for AOC: In vs. Out and 

Lakeshore vs. Inland are due to the small differences between the means for each factor 

(0.4 and 0.3 years, respectively), which can be attributed to the length of the trapping 

season (0.2 years in western NY to 0.5 years on the Tug Hill Plateau and for our 

contracted trapper with his special permit). In contrast, the difference in ages between 

historically trapped and non-trapped mink was 1.3 years, significant especially when 

compared to the short (3-4 yr) life spans of wild mink cited above. 

My conclusion that Trapping Pressure is a biologically significant factor in the 

ages of the mink trapped is supported by Eagle and Whitman (1997). They reported 

higher proportions of juveniles in heavily trapped populations than in untrapped 

populations and hypothesized that reproduction or juvenile survival may be suppressed in 

untrapped areas that may reach their carrying capacity for mink. Mitchell (1961) also 

found juvenile to adult female ratios higher in a commercially trapped area than in a 

historically non-trapped area. Unfortunately, I have no way of knowing whether the 

trapped mink in heavily trapped areas truly represented the population structure, or 

whether older mink are more trap-wary and less likely to be caught and counted. In 

historically non-trapped areas, trap-wariness should not be a factor and the trapped mink 

might better represent the population structure.  

The presence of mink less than one year old in each area implies reproduction in 

all areas. It is possible that the young of the year trapped in an area were recently 

dispersed newcomers, as Gerell (1970) reported one dispersing mink traveling 45 km and 
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another averaging 800 m per day over 27 days. However, the MustelaVision study 

(Chapter 1) recorded family units in all areas except LOSPW, confirming reproduction in 

the AOC. 

Isotopes 

Isotope Data vs. Age 

Although the P-value of 0.043 indicated a significant correlation between age and 

δ15N, the R2 of 0.144 is small enough to conclude that there is no real effect (Appendix 

C1). For example, Mink #58 (AOC: In/Inland/Mixed) had a high δ15N (14.85) but was 

only 0.87 years (10.4 months) old. Minigawa and Wada (1984) found no relationship 

between age and δ15N in marine mussels or in tilapia. Age also had no effect on δ13C (R2 

= 0.008; P = 0.641; Appendix C2). My results were similar to, but the reverse of, Kiriluk 

et al.’s (1995) findings that the correlation between δ15N and age in lake trout was not 

significant, but δ13C and age were weakly correlated (r2 = 0.22, P = 0.0001).  

Isotope Data vs. Regional Descriptors 

Two Regional Descriptors, AOC: In vs. Out and Lakeshore vs. Inland, had 

significant effects on δ15N values of the mink (Table 2, also Appendix D2).  Mink in the 

AOC had higher δ15N values than mink out of the AOC (P = 0.025), and Lakeshore mink 

had higher δ15N values than Inland mink (P = 0.002). Landscape had no effect (P = 0.613, 

power = 0.711). The highest mean δ15N of the four regions was found in BBWMA 

(AOC: In/Lakeshore/Wetlands), where the mean δ15N = 13.2 ‰ (SE = 0.5). The highest 

individual δ15N value (16.9 ‰, Mink #17) was also found in BBWMA, while the lowest 

was found in AOC/Inland (9.2 ‰, Mink #24) (Appendix D1). 
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None of the Regional Descriptors had significant effect on the δ13C values of the 

mink studied (Table 3 and Appendix D2). The highest (most positive) δ13C value (–28.29 

‰) was found in Mink #17 from BBWMA while the lowest (–19.89 ‰) was Mink #5 

from INWR (Appendix D2). The low power levels are due to the small differences 

between the means for each factor. 

 

Modeling 

Calculation of Trophic Level 

Using the δ15N value of 11.9 (grand mean of 41 mink in my study) and the 

commonly accepted value of 3.4‰ δ15N per trophic level, the average trophic level of 

mink in my study was 3.50. If I use 3.5‰ δ15N per trophic level, as reported by Cabana 

and Rasmussen (1994) for the Lake Ontario food web, the trophic level of my mink was 

3.40. The higher mean δ13N of 13.2 for mink in BBWMA resulted in higher values for 

the trophic level of those mink (3.87 or 3.76, using 3.4‰ or 3.5‰ δ14N per trophic level, 

respectively). All of these values agree well with estimates found in the literature; 

USEPA (1995a) reported estimates for mink prey levels ranging from 2.5 to 2.9, which 

would imply the minks’ trophic level is 3.5 to 3.9. 

For the purpose of the model, I chose 3.8 as the trophic level of mink, for several 

reasons. Since the ultimate purpose of the project is to protect mink populations in the 

AOC, I wanted to represent the mink in the AOC at greatest risk, those in BBWMA. I 

chose an intermediate value between those based on the two estimates of the change in 

δN per trophic level, because, although Cabana and Rasmussen’s (1994) study was done 

in Lake Ontario, it addressed only the pelagic food web. Therefore, their estimate is not 
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fully appropriate for the diet of mink that feed in the littoral zone of the lake or associated 

wetlands, or in streams. 

The mean δ15N in mink from the Lakeshore was 1.5‰ higher than the mean from 

Inland areas. This represents almost one-half of a trophic level difference between 

Lakeshore mink and Inland mink. The mean δ15N for mink in the AOC was 1.1‰ higher 

than the mean out of the AOC, about one-third of a trophic level. If the Lakeshore minks’ 

diet includes a higher proportion of aquatic-based prey, then inferring a higher trophic 

level for Lakeshore than Inland mink may be confounded by the fact that aquatic primary 

producers typically have δ15N values 1-3‰ higher than terrestrial values (Figure 3). 

However, the hypothesis that Lakeshore mink feed at a slightly higher trophic level than 

Inland mink is supported by BCC analysis of the mink tissues (James Pagano, SUNY 

Oswego, personal communication). 

Calculation of Aquatic Portion of Diet 

Referring back to the three steps involved in calculating the aquatic portion of the 

diet of an animal using δ13C, the calculated mean δ13C in mink muscle tissue from the 

BBWMA was –25 (Table 3). For step 2 of the calculation, since the mink tissue used was 

thigh muscle, I relied on DeNiro and Epstein’s (1978) report that the δ13C of thigh muscle 

from mice fed two different diets was depleted (more negative) by 1.9 ± 0.5 ‰ from the 

δ13C value of the diets. Adding this value (+1.9‰) to the δ13C value of the mink tissue (–

25) yielded a value of –23.1‰ δ13C for the diet of mink in BBWMA. 

DeNiro and Epstein (1978) examined insects, nematodes, snails and mice, and 

found that δ13C values varied significantly between tissues of the same animal such that 

no single tissue truly represents the δ13C value of the whole animal. They also reported 
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that δ13C values differ among conspecifics raised on different diets, but that differences 

between an animal and its diet are similar within a species regardless of diet. Thus, 

mouse δ13C values would not be applicable to mink, but since the 13C fractionation is due 

to metabolic processes that are similar in all mammals, herbivores and carnivores, my 

estimate for the 13C depletion from diet to thigh muscle should be satisfactory. Focken 

and Becker (1998) cautioned that the lipid content of tissue in their study had such a 

strong influence on δ13C ratios that the trophic shift was not constant among, or even 

within, species, and that within-species differences were sometimes higher than levels 

commonly assumed for trophic level shift. However, the mouse data was the best 

estimate I found. 

I had several difficulties with step 3 of the calculation of the aquatic portion of the 

diet of mink. The formula, 

100% 1313
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−
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works quite well if there are only two dietary sources of carbon with δ13C values 

separated by 5‰ to10‰ (with sample sizes of 50 to 15, respectively; Doucett 1999). So, 

if the δ13C values of terrestrial and aquatic carbon sources in my study differed by at least 

6‰, I should have had no problem in calculating the aquatic portion of the diet. For 

example, Balasse et al. (2005) was able to use the difference between terrestrial 

vegetation δC values (mean of –27 ‰) and seaweed (ranging from –18.5 to –13.1‰) to 

determine that seaweed made a significant contribution to coastal sheep in Scotland. 

My first problem was that wetlands have more than two sources of 13C, including 

phytoplankton, C3 vascular plants (terrestrial, emergent, floating-leaved, submersed), and 

epiphytic and filamentous algae. My second problem was variation within, and overlap 
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among, δ13C values in these sources. Figure 3 shows δ13C and δ15N values of vegetation 

and algae in a wetland associated with Lake Superior, along with values for 

phytoplankton from Lake Superior (Keough et al. 1996). Fry (1991) reported that δ13C 

values for terrestrial plants range from –35 to –25‰, while algae range from –34 to –

18‰. Other researchers (Peterson et al. 1985, France 1995, Albuquerque et al. 1997, 

Doucett 1999, Cloern et al. 2002, Choi et al. 2005) each reported different ranges of 

values for the sources mentioned above, with many of the ranges overlapping even in the 

same study. Peterson and Fry (1987) explained that the 13C content of freshwater 

organisms depends on the source of the dissolved CO2 in the water and upon the 13C 

fractionation by those organisms. Heaton (1999) reported that plant δ13C values were 

affected up to 2‰ by factors such as growing conditions (e.g., light, temperature, water 

and nutrient availability, air flow), variation between parts of the same plant, variation 

between individuals of the same species in the same location (genetic diversity, 

microhabitat, age), and seasonal or annual variations. DeNiro and Epstein (1978) noted 

that the δ13C values of a single plant species can vary 5‰ or more in a growing season, 

and Kiriluk et al. (1995) found that Lake Ontario net plankton δ13C values ranged from –

33.10 in May to –21.92 in September 1992. Cloern et al. (2002) concluded that isotope 

studies to determine primary producers are confounded by overlap of the isotopic ratios 

of the primary producers and changes in the isotopic composition of plant matter as it 

degrades. They warned of the danger in applying isotopic data from one ecosystem to 

another, even in congeneric species. For these reasons, I reluctantly concluded that I 

could not use δ13C values of my mink to determine the aquatic portion of their diet 
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without having also analyzed samples of the vegetation (and/or the minks’ known prey 

species) in the AOC.  

Modeling Exposure of Mink to BCCs 

Although I was unable to calculate the proportion of aquatic foods in the diet of 

the mink in my study, I found several estimates in the literature. Although most diet 

studies merely report frequencies of occurrence of diet items in scats, digestive tracts, or 

dens (e.g., USEPA 1993 summarizes the results of 19 such studies), USEPA (1995a) 

points out that this is not a good representation of biomass assimilated by the mink. 

However, USEPA (1995b) cited a study by Alexander (1977) reporting that the aquatic 

portion of minks’ diets was 75% to 90%, based on wet weight of stomach contents year-

round. Sample and Suter (1999) averaged the results of five studies to conclude that the 

aquatic portion of minks’ diet is 54.6%. (The standard deviation for that average was 

reported as ±0.21%, which seems in error, as the average included Alexander’s 1977 

study; it is much more likely that the standard deviation was 21%). USEPA (1995b) used 

both 90% and 50% in calculations for the Wildlife Values of DDT, Hg, 2,3,7,8-TCDD, 

and PCBs; therefore, I chose the same bounds on the aquatic portion of the diet of mink. 

Other values needed for the model are the body weight of the animal (g), daily 

consumption rates of food (g/day) and water (L/day), the bioaccumulation factor (BAF) 

of the chemical of concern (which also requires the kow of the compound), and the 

concentration of the BCC in the water. The mean body weight of females in my study 

was 456.8 (± 42.0) g, while males averaged 781.5 (± 26.8) g. Because I had six females 

and 35 males, I averaged the male and female means for a representative average body 

weight of 620 g. I then had to correct for the absence of tails and pelts on the mink, since 
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I presumed that the body weight in the model would have included these. The tails that I 

removed from mink averaged 1% of the body weight of the mink, and Aulerich et al. 

(1999) gives the weight of a mink skin as about 17% of the body weight. Those body 

weights from July through pelting would have included skin and tail, so taking the 

inverse of 0.82 gave me the multiplying factor of 1.22 to get from my tail-less, skinned 

carcasses to a whole body weight of about 760g. 

Several sources give daily food and water consumption rates along with body 

weights of mink. Sample and Suter (1999) cited Bleavin and Aulerich’s (1981) value of 

137 g of food per day, and estimated daily intakes of 0.099 L of water using a model by 

Calder and Brown (1983), for mink averaging 970 g body weight. USEPA (1995b) 

estimated intakes of 177 g of food (using an allometric model by Nagy 1987) and 0.081 L 

water per day (also using Calder and Brown’s 1983 model) for mink with a body weight 

of 800 g. For captive adult males averaging 2200 g, Aulerich et al. (1999) reported that 

they drank 0.127 L/day and daily food consumption rates ranged from 147 g to 275 g, 

depending upon the caloric content of the food and the season. Since my largest mink 

weighed only 1111 g, and I wanted to make my model conservative (protective of the 

AOC mink) but not unrealistic, I discounted Aulerich’s consumption rates as too high, 

and chose the larger of the remaining two values for daily food and water intakes. Thus, 

for my model, the daily food and water consumption rates were 177 g and 0.1 L 

respectively.  

To demonstrate the model, I chose 2,3,7,8-TCDD (dioxin), with a relatively high 

kow of 6.53, and lindane, with a moderately low kow of 3.73, reasoning that compounds 

with kows lower than lindane would have low potential for biomagnification. I also 
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modeled benzo(a)pyrene, dieldrin, and mercury, since I had water concentrations in Lake 

Ontario and kow values for those as well. The concentrations of benzo(a)pyrene, dieldrin, 

and mercury in Lake Ontario were reported by Booty et al. (2005), and they also modeled 

the concentration of TCDD. The concentration of lindane in Lake Ontario was 0.24 ng/L 

in 1992 (Williams et al. 2001, cited by Marvin et al. 2004). The kows and BAFs were 

taken from Sample et al. (1996), who assumed that all fish consumed by mink are trophic 

level 3 (small fish). However, Melquist et al. 1981 reported mink feeding on kokanee 

(land-locked Oncorhyncus nerka) after their spawning, and I have reason to believe that 

mink feed on piscivorous salmonids in the AOC when they are available (Haynes and 

Pagano, in preparation). Still, the average trophic level of 3.8 for mink in BBWMA 

indicates that if salmonids (trophic level 4) do contribute a significant portion of the 

minks’ diet, they are balanced by a comparable portion of level 2 aquatic prey. Thus, I 

used the BAF factors provided by Sample et al. (1996) for prey of trophic level 3, which 

is slightly higher (and thus more protective than) the prey from trophic level of 2.8 

implied by my results.  

The results of the model are the concentrations of BCCs to which mink would be 

exposed, shown in Table 4. For example, if the concentration of dieldrin in water is 

1.55E-9 ng/L, and a mink’s diet consists of 50% aquatic prey, the mink will be exposed 

to 1.02E-5 ng/g body weight per day. A 760 g mink would thus be exposured to 7.8E-3 

ng, or 7.8 picograms, of dieldrin per day. In contrast, if the dieldrin concentration in 

water is 3.4E-09 ng/L and the mink’s diet is 90% aquatic, the same mink would ingest 

3.1E-2 ng, or 31 picograms, of dieldrin per day. 
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The model can be expanded to apply to any BCC if the concentration in the 

ambient water is known, along with the kow and BAF of the compound (many of which 

are in Sample et al. 1996). The results of the model can be compared to NOAELs (No 

Observed Adverse Effect Level) or LOELs (Lowest Observed Adverse Effect Level) for 

specific compounds in mink (Wellman, in preparation). This will allow assessment of the 

risk of mink exposed to the waters of Lake Ontario or other waters in the AOC. 

Summary 

The ages of mink trapped had no effect on either body weight or body length, as 

they were all near or at their adult size when they were trapped. The Regional Descriptors 

(AOC: In vs. Out, Lakeshore vs. Inland, Wetland vs. Mixed habitat) also had no effect on 

the ages of mink trapped. Mean ages of trapped mink were lower in historically trapped 

areas. Mink less than one year old were trapped in each area, implying reproduction in all 

areas. 

Age had no effect on δ15N or δ13C values in mink. Regional Descriptors also had 

no effect on δ13C values, but did affect δ15N values slightly. δ15N values were higher 

along the lakeshore than inland, and higher in the AOC than out of it. I was able to 

determine that mink in the study area feed on prey at trophic level 2.5 (slightly higher 

along the lakeshore and in the AOC than elsewhere), with the highest level (2.8) in 

BBWMA. I was unable to use δ13C values to determine % aquatic diet because I had no 

δ13C values for carbon sources in the AOC wetlands. I used literature values of 50% and 

90% aquatic diet to create a food web bioaccumulation model to predict the exposure of 

mink in the AOC to a BCC, given the BCC’s concentration in ambient water such as 

Lake Ontario or Braddock Bay. 
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Tables 

Table 1. Table of Age versus Regional Descriptors. The General Linear Model (GLM) 
was run with and without Trapping Pressure (TP) as a covariate. With TP as a covariate, 
the Landscape Regional Descriptor was dropped due to empty cells. Significant effects 
are in bold. The power estimates are conservative, since Minitab’s power calculator is not 
built to deal with GLMs (see Methods). *Power is not relevant since effect is significant 
(Chittenden 2002). 

Regional 
Descriptor 

N Mean Age (SE) P-value 
w/o TP 

P-value 
w/ TP 

Power 

AOC: In vs. Out 29  0.404 0.660 0.171 
      
       AOC: In 15 2.2 (0.37)    
       AOC: Out 14 1.8 (0.36)    

      
Lakeshore vs. 
Inland 

  0.386 0.634 0.074 

      
       Inland 17 1.9 (0.37)    
       Lakeshore 12 2.2 (0.35)    
      
Landscape: 
Wetlands vs. Mixed  

  0.304 
 

N/A 0.806 

      
       Mixed Habitat 19 2.4 (0.33)    
       Wetlands  
       Complex 

10 1.2 (0.27)    

      
Trapping Pressure   N/A 0.017 * 
       None Previous 15 2.6 (0.37)    
       Historically 
          Trapped 

14 1.4 (0.26)    
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Table 2. Table of δ15N versus Regional Descriptors showing selected descriptive 
statistics, and the results of the GLM with estimated power. Significant effects are in 
bold. The power estimates are conservative, since Minitab’s power calculator is not built 
to deal with GLMs (see Methods). *Power is not relevant since the effect is significant 
(Chittenden 2002). 

Area N Mean δ15N (SE) 
(‰) 

Min δN 
(‰) 

Max δN 
(‰) 

BBWMA 10 13.2 (0.54) 11.09 16.88 
AOC : In/Inland 11 11.8 (0.48)   9.20 14.55 
INWR 5 11.2 (0.18) 10.49 11.56 
LOSPW 10 12.2 (0.42) 10.45 14.28 
TUGHL 5   9.8 (0.12)   9.40 10.14 
     
Entire Study 41 11.9 (0.23)   9.20 16.88 
     
Regional 
Descriptor 

N Mean δ15N (SE)  
(‰) 

P-value  Power 

AOC: In vs. Out 41  0.025 * 
     
       AOC: In 21 12.4 (0.4)   
       AOC: Out 20 11.3 (0.3)   

     
Lakeshore vs. 
Inland 

  0.002 * 

     
       Inland 21 11.2 (0.3)   
       Lakeshore 20 12.7 (0.3)   
     
Landscape: 
Wetlands vs. Mixed  

  0.613 0.711 

     
       Mixed Habitat 26 11.6 (0.3)   
       Wetlands  
       Complex 

15 12.5 (0.4)   
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Table 3. Table of δ13C versus Regional Descriptors showing selected descriptive 
statistics, and the results of the GLM with estimated power. The power estimates are 
conservative, since Minitab’s power calculator is not built to deal with GLMs (see 
Methods).  

Area N Mean δ13C (SE) 
(‰) 

Min δC 
(‰) 

Max δC 
(‰) 

BBWMA 10 –25.0 (0.7) –28.10 –19.98 
AOC : In/Inland 11 –25.3 (0.2)  –26.56 –24.36 
INWR 5 –25.7 (1.0) –28.29 –23.14 
LOSPW 10 –25.3 (0.4) –27.03 –23.15 
TUGHL 5 –26.2 (0.3) –26.95 –25.31 
     
Entire Study 41 –25.4 (1.5) –28.29 –19.98 
     
Regional 
Descriptor 

N Mean δ13C (SE)  
(‰) 

P-value  Power 

AOC: In vs. Out 41  0.333 0.292 
     
       AOC: In 21 –25.1 (0.3)   
       AOC: Out 20 –25.6 (0.3)   

     
Lakeshore vs. 
Inland 

  0.314 0.231 

     
       Inland 21 –25.6 (0.3)   
       Lakeshore 20 –25.1 (0.4)   
     
Landscape: 
Wetlands vs. Mixed  

  0.963 0.091 

     
       Mixed Habitat 26 –25.5 (0.2)   
       Wetlands  
       Complex 

15 –25.2 (0.6)   
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Table 4. Predicted daily exposure levels of mink in the AOC, based on BCC 
concentrations in Lake Ontario. Observed values indicated by (o); estimated values by 
(e). BAF values are from Sample et al. (1996). Constants used: water intake = 0.1 L/day, 
food intake = 177 g/day, body weight of mink = 760 g. The concentration of 2,3,7,8-
TCDD was estimated by Booty et al. (2005), as the compound was not detectable in their 
study. The concentrations for dieldrin and mercury are the minimum and maximum 
values observed by Booty et al. (2005), while the concentration for B(a)P is the 
maximum they observed (minimum was zero). The concentration of lindane was reported 
by Williams et al. (2001), cited by Marvin et al. (2004). 

    Daily Exposure (ng/g bw) 

Compound K(ow) 

BAF: Prey 

Trophic Level 3 

Concentration   

Cw (ng/L) 

Diet              

50% 

Aquatic 

Diet              

90%  

Aquatic 

2,3,7,8-TCDD (e) 6.53 172100      1.8E-7 3.61E-03 6.49E-03 

Benzo(a)pyrene (o) 6.11 293831 1.48E-09 5.06E-05 9.12E-05 

Dieldrin (o) 5.37   56523 1.55E-09 1.02E-05 1.84E-05 

    56523 3.40E-09 2.24E-05 4.03E-05 

Lindane (o) 3.73      454      2.4E-10 1.27E-08 2.28E-08 

Mercury (o) N/A  27900 2.60E-09 8.45E-06 1.52E-05 

   27900 2.50E-08 8.12E-05 1.46E-04 
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Figures 

Figure 1. Ages of mink trapped. 
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Figure 2. Plot of individual mink ages in each region. 
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Figure 3. Stable isotope values of carbon sources in a Lake Superior wetland. 
(Constructed using values from Keough et al. 1996; numbers in parentheses are the 
number of species or types in each category). 
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Appendices 

Appendix A: Mink age, length and weight relationships. 

Figure A1: Body length versus age of mink, showing no correlation (R2 = 0.007, P = 
0.655). Tails removed for consistency (see Methods). 
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Figure A2. Body weight versus age of mink, showing no correlation (R2 = 0.019, P = 
0.476). Tails removed for consistency (see Methods). 
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Appendix B: Age versus Regional Descriptors 

Table B1: Descriptive statistics for Age versus Regional Descriptors 

Descriptive Statistics: AOC: In vs. Out, One-way ANOVA P = 0.442 

Variable  AOC  N  N*   Mean  SE Mean  StDev  Minimum     Q1  Median 
Age       In   15  6  2.214    0.367  1.420    0.600  0.870   1.710 
          Out  14  6  1.794    0.360  1.346    0.630  0.670   1.175 
 
Variable  AOC     Q3  Maximum 
Age       In   3.670    4.750 
          Out  3.160    4.040 
 

Descriptive Statistics: Inland vs. Lakeshore, One-way ANOVA P = 0.722 
Variable  Shore  N  N*  Mean   SE Mean  StDev  Minimum   Q1  Median 
Age      Inland  17  4  1.933   0.369  1.522   0.600  0.675  1.040 
         Shore   12  8  2.123   0.346  1.197   0.630  0.890  2.185 
 
Variable  Shore     Q3   Maximum 
Age       Inland   3.670    4.750 
          Shore   2.930     4.040 
 

Descriptive Statistics: Landscape: Wetlands vs. Mix, One-way ANOVA P = 0.027 

Variable  Landscape   N  N*   Mean  SE Mean  StDev  Minimum     Q1 
Age       Mix        19   7  2.415    0.332  1.449    0.600  0.670 
          Wetlands   10   5  1.245    0.265  0.837    0.680  0.690 
 
Variable  Landscape  Median     Q3  Maximum 
Age       Mix         2.660  3.680    4.750 
          Wetlands    0.790  1.963    2.720 
 

Descriptive Statistics: Trapping History, One-way ANOVA P = 0.018  

          Trap 
Variable  Pressure   N  N*   Mean  SE Mean  StDev  Minimum     Q1 
Age       0         15   6  2.621    0.370  1.433    0.600  1.040 
          1         14   6  1.358    0.265  0.990    0.640  0.688 
 
          Trap 
Variable  Pressure  Median     Q3  Maximum 
Age       0          3.000  3.750    4.750 
          1          0.790  1.963    3.640 
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Table B2: General Linear Model: Age versus AOC, Shore, Landscape (without 
Trapping Pressure as a covariate) 
Factor     Type   Levels  Values 
AOC        fixed       2  AOC: In, AOC: Out 
Lakeshore  fixed       2  Inland, Lakeshore 
Landscape  fixed       2  Mix, Wetlands 

Analysis of Variance for Age, using adjusted SS for Tests 

Source         DF  Seq SS  Adj SS  Adj MS     F      P 
AOC             1   1.276   1.176   1.176  0.72  0.404 
Lakeshore       1   0.287   1.267   1.267  0.78  0.386 
AOC*Lakeshore   1  10.684   0.645   0.645  0.40  0.535 
Landscape       1   1.796   1.796   1.796  1.10  0.304 
Error          24  39.029  39.029   1.626 
Total          28  53.071 
 
S = 1.27522   R-Sq = 26.46%   R-Sq(adj) = 14.20% 
 

Figure B2a: Main effects plot. 
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Figure B2b: Interactions plot. 
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Table B3: General Linear Model: Age versus AOC, Lakeshore with Trapping 
Pressure as covariate 
Factor     Type   Levels  Values 
AOC        fixed       2  AOC: In, AOC: Out 
Lakeshore  fixed       2  Inland, Lakeshore 

Analysis of Variance for Age, using Adjusted SS for Tests 

Source     DF  Seq SS  Adj SS  Adj MS     F      P 
Trapping    1  11.560  10.684  10.684  6.54  0.017 
AOC         1   0.308   0.324   0.324  0.20  0.660 
Lakeshore   1   0.379   0.379   0.379  0.23  0.634 
Error      25  40.824  40.824   1.633 
Total      28  53.071 
 
S = 1.27788   R-Sq = 23.08%   R-Sq(adj) = 13.84% 
 
Term         Coef  SE Coef      T      P 
Constant   3.8563   0.7568   5.10  0.000 
Trapping  -1.2333   0.4822  -2.56  0.017 
 
Unusual Observations for Age 
 
Obs      Age      Fit   SE Fit  Residual  St Resid 
 15  3.64000  1.16625  0.45180   2.47375      2.07 R 
 
R denotes an observation with a large standardized residual. 
 
 

Figure B3a: Main effects plot. 
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Appendix C: Isotope data versus Age. 

Appendix C1: δ15N versus Age. 

Figure C1. Scatterplot of δ15N versus Age showing very weak correlation (R2 = 
0.144, P = 0.043). 
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Table C1. Regression analysis: δ15N versus Age (29 mink) 
The regression equation is 
δ15N = 11.0 + 0.417 Age 
 
29 cases used, 12 cases contain missing values 
 
Predictor     Coef  SE Coef      T      P 
Constant   11.0110   0.4752  23.17  0.000 
Age         0.4173   0.1960   2.13  0.043 
 
S = 1.42811   R-Sq = 14.4%   R-Sq(adj) = 11.2% 

Analysis of Variance 

Source          DF      SS     MS     F      P 
Regression       1   9.241  9.241  4.53  0.043 
Residual Error  27  55.066  2.039 
Total           28  64.307 
 
Unusual Observations 
Obs   Age      δN     Fit  SE Fit  Residual  St Resid 
 36  0.87  14.850  11.374   0.347     3.476      2.51R  Mink #58, Bergen 
 
R denotes an observation with a large standardized residual. 
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Appendix C2: δ13C versus Age 

Figure C2. Scatterplot of δ13C versus Age showing no correlation (R2 = 0.008, P = 
0.641). 
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Table C2. Regression Analysis: δ13C versus Age (29 mink) 
The regression equation is 
δ13C = - 26.0 + 0.075 Age 
 
29 cases used, 12 cases contain missing values 
 
Predictor      Coef  SE Coef       T      P 
Constant   -25.9799   0.3862  -67.27  0.000 
Age          0.0752   0.1593    0.47  0.641 
 
S = 1.16071   R-Sq = 0.8%   R-Sq(adj) = 0.0% 

Analysis of Variance 

Source          DF      SS     MS     F      P 
Regression       1   0.300  0.300  0.22  0.641 
Residual Error  27  36.376  1.347 
Total           28  36.676 
 
Unusual Observations 
 
Obs   Age       dC      Fit  SE Fit  Residual  St Resid 
  3  0.71  -28.290  -25.927   0.299    -2.363     -2.11R 
  9  2.72  -23.450  -25.775   0.243     2.325      2.05R 
 
R denotes an observation with a large standardized residual. 
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Appendix D: Isotope Data versus Regional Descriptors 

Appendix D1: δ15N vs. Regional Descriptors 

Table D1a. Descriptive statistics: δ15N vs. Regional Factors  

Descriptive Statistics: AOC: In vs. Out, One-way ANOVA P = 0.035 

Variable  AOC   N  N*    Mean  SE Mean  StDev  Minimum      Q1  Median      Q3 
δ15N       In   21   0  12.429    0.382  1.753    9.200  11.305  12.420  13.325 
          Out  20   0  11.349    0.310  1.385    9.400  10.218  11.310  12.110 
 
Variable  AOC  Maximum 
δ15N      In    16.880 
          Out   14.280 
 

Descriptive Statistics: Inland vs. Lakeshore, One-way ANOVA P = 0.002 

Variable  Shore    N  N*    Mean  SE Mean  StDev  Minimum      Q1  Median 
δ15N      Inland  21   0  11.158    0.307  1.409    9.200  10.045  11.150 
          Shore   20   0  12.684    0.349  1.561   10.450  11.563  12.490 
 
Variable  Shore       Q3  Maximum 
δ15N      Inland  11.835   14.550 
          Shore   13.755   16.880 
 

Descriptive Statistics: Landscape: Wetlands vs. Mix, One-way ANOVA P = 0.085 

Variable  Landscape   N  N*    Mean  SE Mean  StDev  Minimum      Q1  Median 
δ15N      Mix        26   0  11.563    0.308  1.573    9.200  10.120  11.545 
          Wetlands   15   0  12.489    0.436  1.688   10.490  11.280  12.420 
 
Variable  Landscape      Q3  Maximum 
δ15N      Mix        12.858   14.550 
          Wetlands   13.090   16.880 
 

Descriptive Statistics: BBWMA (AOC: In, Lakeshore, Wetlands)  

Variable  Landscape   N  N*    Mean  SE Mean  StDev  Minimum      Q1  Median 
δ15N      Wetlands   10   0  13.157    0.536  1.694   11.090  12.200  12.650 
 
Variable  Landscape      Q3  Maximum 
δ15N      Wetlands   14.175   16.880 
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Table D1b. General Linear Model: δ15N versus AOC, Shore, Landscape  
Factor     Type   Levels  Values 
AOC        fixed       2  In, Out 
Shore      fixed       2  Inland, Shore 
Landscape  fixed       2  Mix, Wetlands 

Analysis of Variance for δ15N, using Adjusted SS for Tests 

Source     DF   Seq SS  Adj SS  Adj MS      F      P 
AOC         1   11.950  10.764  10.764   5.48  0.025  Significant effect. 
Shore       1   24.692  20.780  20.780  10.57  0.002  Significant effect. 
Landscape   1    0.510   0.510   0.510   0.26  0.613 No effect. 
Error      37   72.714  72.714   1.965 
Total      40  109.866 
 
S = 1.40187   R-Sq = 33.82%   R-Sq(adj) = 28.45% 
 
Unusual Observations for dN 
Obs       dN      Fit  SE Fit  Residual  St Resid 
  7  16.8800  13.3379  0.4258   3.5421    2.65 R  (Mink #17, BBWMA) 
 39  14.5500  11.6028  0.4075   2.9472    2.20 R  (Mink #61, AOC: In/Inland) 
 
R denotes an observation with a large standardized residual. 
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Appendix D2: δ13C vs. Regional Factors  

Table D2a. Descriptive statistics: δ13C vs. Regional Factors  

Descriptive Statistics: AOC: In vs. Out, One-way ANOVA P = 0.330 
Variable  AOC   N  N*  Mean   SE Mean  StDev  Minimum    Q1      Median 
δ13C     In   21  0  -25.155  0.344   1.578  -28.100  -25.990  -25.320 
          Out  20  0  -25.617  0.315   1.409  -28.290  -26.615  -25.810 
Variable  AOC       Q3  Maximum 
δ13C       In   -24.555  -19.890 
          Out  -24.903  -23.140 

Descriptive Statistics: Inland vs. Lakeshore, One-way ANOVA P = 0.304 
Variable  Shore  N  N*    Mean  SE Mean  StDev  Minimum      Q1 
δ13C     Inland   21  0  -25.618  0.264   1.211  -28.290  -26.375 
         Shore   20  0  -25.131  0.391   1.747  -28.100  -26.143 
 
Variable  Shore    Median       Q3  Maximum 
δ13C       Inland  -25.670  -24.740  -23.140 
          Shore   -25.430  -24.455  -19.890 

Descriptive Statistics: Landscape: Wetlands vs. Mix, One-way ANOVA P = 0.635 
Variable Landscape N  N*   Mean   SE Mean  StDev  Minimum      Q1 
δ13C      Mix       26  0  -25.466  0.190  0.971  -27.030  -26.278 
         Wetlands  15  0  -25.231  0.559  2.166  -28.290  -26.780 
 
Variable  Landscape   Median       Q3  Maximum 
δ13C       Mix        -25.610  -24.843  -23.150 
          Wetlands   -25.540  -23.710  -19.890 

Descriptive Statistics: In AOC, Lakeshore (BBWMA) 
Variable Landscape  N  N*   Mean  SE Mean  StDev  Minimum     Q1 
δ13C      Wetlands  10  0  -24.984  0.699  2.211  -28.100  -26.338 
 
Variable  Landscape   Median       Q3  Maximum 
δ13C       Wetlands   -25.430  -24.178  -19.890 
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Table D2a. General Linear Model: δ13C versus AOC, Shore, Landscape  
Factor     Type   Levels  Values 
AOC        fixed       2  In, Out 
Shore      fixed       2  Inland, Shore 
Landscape  fixed       2  Mix, Wetlands 

Analysis of Variance for δ13C, using Adjusted SS for Tests 

Source     DF  Seq SS  Adj SS  Adj MS     F      P 
AOC         1   2.189   2.208   2.208  0.96  0.333 
Shore       1   2.538   2.393   2.393  1.04  0.314 
Landscape   1   0.005   0.005   0.005  0.00  0.963 
Error      37  85.013  85.013   2.298 
Total      40  89.744 
 
S = 1.51580   R-Sq = 5.27%   R-Sq(adj) = 0.00% 
 
Unusual Observations for dC 
Obs       δ13C       Fit  SE Fit  Residual  St Resid 
  7  -19.8900  -24.9033  0.4604    5.0133      3.47 R  Mink #17, BBWMA 
 18  -28.1000  -24.9033  0.4604   -3.1967     -2.21 R  Mink #38, BBWMA 
 
R denotes an observation with a large standardized residual. 

 

     



     

Conclusion 
The questions addressed by my studies were: 1) Are there differences in the 

relative abundance of lakeshore and inland mink populations in and out of the AOC? 2) 

Can stable isotope analysis be used to evaluate mink diets, at lakeshore and inland areas 

in and out of the AOC, in terms of trophic levels and terrestrial and aquatic food sources? 

3) Can the results be used to construct a food web/bioaccumulation model for mink in the 

Rochester AOC that can predict body burdens of BCCs in mink in relation to their diets? 

My MustelaVision data tentatively suggest that there may be differences in 

abundances in mink populations inside and outside the AOC, and between the lakeshore 

and inland areas, but my analysis was unable to assign significance to those differences. 

The statistical power of my tests was low due to small sample sizes and large variability 

in the data, and the test was further confounded by the fact that landscape-scale features 

(wetland complexes) and microhabitat factors (tunnels) are key predictors of mink 

presence or absence at a sampling site. Thus, my study demonstrates some of the 

difficulties of ecological studies (e.g. relative abundance comparisons) in which 

unanticipated factors can preclude conclusive results. 

I was able to determine that mink in the study area feed on prey at trophic level 

2.5 (slightly higher along the lakeshore and in the AOC than elsewhere), with the highest 

level (2.8) in BBWMA. I was unable to use δ13C values to determine % aquatic diet 

because I had no δ13C values for carbon sources in the AOC wetlands. Using my trophic 

level calculation and literature values of 50% and 90% aquatic diet, I was able to create a 

food web bioaccumulation model to predict the exposure of mink in the AOC to a BCC, 

given the BCC’s concentration in ambient water such as Lake Ontario or Braddock Bay. 
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I also showed that mink are not chiefly nocturnal, and showed that the mean ages 

of trapped mink are lower in previously trapped areas. Furthermore, I believe that I have 

developed a novel method that shows potential for monitoring relative population size, 

with appropriate care in camera placement, and has the added benefit of revealing the 

natural behaviors of the animals under study. 

Although I recorded evidence that mink are reproducing in the AOC, my 

videotrap method could not determine whether reproduction of mink in the AOC might 

yet be impaired. Also, although I did not find significant differences in relative 

abundances in and out of the AOC, the power of my tests was low. Hence, my data alone 

are not sufficient to delist the RELO AOC use impairments for wildlife population 

degradation and reproductive problems. However, I believe that the results of this study 

in combination with the chemical data also collected (Pagano and Haynes, in preparation) 

will indicate that the time for delisting is near. 
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